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Abstract 
In recent years. manufactunng organizations have adopted distributed and decentralized 
manufacturing systems as a means of increasing flexibility and maintaining cost effectiveness in 
order to remain cornpetitive now and in the fùture. Emergence of various next generation 
rnanufacturing ideas, such as lean rnanufacturing, agile manufacniring, the vinual organization, 
and world-class manufacniring reflect a major trend toward disnibuted and decentralized 
manufacturing systems. Although a number of researchers have suggested dificulties in 
controlling and coordinating different manufacturing activities across heterogeneous 
manufacturing units. there is a lack of research attention on the design of effective management 
control systems of these cooperative efforts. Therefore, this research examines control issues of 
heterogeneous manufactunng units within a framework of the extended enterprise. 
Lack of research on inter-organizational control and management issues led us to build a novel 
framework for this study based on the widely accepted theories of intra-organizational control, 
such as the study of Burns and Stalker (1961) which identified two pure forms of management 
control -- mechanistic and organic. Based on these two models of control, we identified four types 
of basic interactions of the mechanistic andor organic management control systems in an 
extended enterprise. Using this Framework, we investigated the impact of the interactions of 
mechanistic andlor organic management control systerns within an extended enterprise on 
organizational performance in both stable and dynamic environments, and on the viability of both 
mechanistic and organic management control systems for inter-organizational control within an 
cxtended enterprise in both stable and dynarnic environments. Using a contingent approach. we 
ernployed system dynarnics (SD) simulation modeling as the instrument of this research. 
Experimenting with SD simulation models, helped to understand the interrelationships between 
multiple dependent (or contingent) variables (Le. extemal environmental condition, interactions of 
mechanistic a d o r  organic management control systerns, and structures of extended enterprises) and 
independent variables (Le. organizational performance) in compressed tirne and space. Statistical 
analyses indicated that a perceived "sound" Framework of management control systems (i.e. the al1 
organic management control systems) does not always perform better in an extended enterprise. 
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For many manufacturing organizations, the use of distributed, decentralized, and heterogeneous 
manufacturing systems represent alternative solutions to increase flexibility and to maintain cosr 
effectiveness in order to remain cornpetitive at present and in the future. Emergence of vanous 
next generation manufacturing ideas, such as lean manufacturing (Womack et al., 1990), agile 
manufacturing (Iacocca Institute, 199 1 ; Goldman et al., 1995). the vinual organization (Davidow 
and Malone. 1992; Goldman et al., 1995), and world-class rnanufacturing (Schonberger, 1996) 
reflect a major trend toward distributed and decentralized manufacturing systems (NGM. 1997). 
Although these advanced manufacturing strategies have been developed more or less 
independently. they al1 propose a forrn of cooperation and coordination with different integral 
subunits within and beyond the tnditional four walls of a single manufacturing organization. and 
as such they extend the traditional reach of organizations. An extended enterprise. also known as 
"virtual company" or "flexible manufacturing network" (Landay, 1995). "is the seamless 
integration of a group of companies and suppliers (industrial. educational. investmeni, and 
governmental) that collaborates to create and support a timely and cost-effective service or 
product" (NGM. 1997). From this point on, we refer to distributed, decentralized, and 
heterogencous manufacturing systems that strive to implement the various state-of-the-art 
operations strategies as extended enterprises. 
A number of researchen have suggested implementation of such cooperative manufacturing 
systems as the foundation of superior manufacturing performance (Hayes et al.. 1988; Buzacott, 
1 994; O' Nei I I  and Sackett, 1994). However, controlling and coordinating differen t manufacturing 
activities across many individual heterogeneous rnanufacturing units has become a much more 
difficult and complex task (O'Neill and Sackett, 1994). 
So Far, most current advanced cooperative manufacturing support-related research efforts have 
been focused on information technology (IT) (Ching et al., 1993; National Research Council, 
1995). IT is a means to integrate and coordinate various basic manufactunng activities such as 
production, design, and business, and thus to improve rnanufacturing. However, as National 
Research Council (1995) points out, "the hi11 potential of information technology to improve 
manu facturing will require addressing many non-technological matters, as well as the technical 
areas." Thus, this research examines one of these non-technological issues: control issues of 
extended enterprises arising from the integration of basic activities within and between 
hrterogeneous manufafturing units (i.e. intra- and inter-organization(s) integration). 
From a control perspective. Simons (1994) defines management control systems as "the formal. 
information-based routines and procedures managers use to maintain or alter patterns in 
organizational activities." Over the p s t  decade, i t  has been discovered thût traditional forms of 
management control systems based on the "mechanistic model" (Burns and Stalker, 1961) are 
inadequate io deal with the acceleration in the pace and intensity of changes f i rms face (Johnson 
and Kapian. 1987; Kaplan, 1990; Johnson, 1992, 1995; Egol et al.. 1995). The mechanistic model 
of control - - a b  known as the pure cybemetic model of control (Hofstede, 1978)- is 
characterized by its "vertical processes" (Galbraith, 1995), such as hienrchic structure of control. 
crntralized decision making, vertical infornation flow, and authoritarianisrn. The model is known 
to be effective in relatively stable environments (Burns and Stalker, 196 1 ). 
However. a number of studies have suggested that a viable alternative for organizations operating 
in dynamic environments is to adopt the organic model of control (Burns and Stalker, 1961; 
Galbraith, 1973. 1995; Mintzberg, 1979, 1989; O'Neill and Sackett, 1994; Egol er al., 1995). The 
organic model of control --also known as the homeostatic model of control (Hofstede, 1978)- can 
be characterized by its "lateral processes" (Galbraith, 1995), such as self-organization, 
decentralized decision making, and horizontal information flow. and the model is known to be 
effective in rapidly changing environments (Burns and Stalker, 196 1). Figure 1.1 depicts the 
conceptual differences between the mechanistic and organic management control systems and 
Table 1. I summarizes the differences in characteristics between two control rnodeIs. Mechanistic 
control relies on "vertical processes" in ta11 hierarchies where decisions and orders move down 
and reports move up; whereas, the organic model of control mainly depends on "latenl 
procasses" in decentralized flat structures. In manufacturing, cornparison between how Material 
Resource Planning (MW. Le. mechanistic) and Kanban (Le. organic) systems work mirrors the 
essential differences between these two models of control. 
Mechmistic mode1 of conrrol Organic mode1 of control 
Note: *Double-headed arrows are information flow: Vertical arrow symbolizes vertical 
information tlow, while horizontal arrow represents horizontal flow of information. 
*Triangle diagrams a structure of a system: Tall triangle represents a tall hierarchy 
structure, whereris short triangle represents a flat structure. 
Figure 1.1 Mechanistic model of control vs. organic mode1 of control 
1 Characteristics 1 Mechanistic 1 Organic 1 
I 1 Management Contml System 1 Management Control Systern 1 
Division of labor 
Structure 
Span of 









vertical lateral (horizontal) 
Interestingly, while new manufacturing fonns are actively prolifenting, there has been lack of 
research attention on the design of effective management control systems of these cooperati ve 
efforts (Abernethy and Lillis, 1995). As an alternative. a number of researchers have focused on 
the role of trust in managing such extended enterprises and have suggested trust would be able to 
replace the function of management controt (Davidow and Malone, 1992; Kidd, 1994; CAM-[, 
1995; Fukuyama, 1995; GoIdman et al., 1995; NGM, 1997). Trust, which is defined as "assured 
reliance on the character, ability, strength, or truth of someone or something" in Webster On-Line 
Dictionary( l997), becomes a necessary condition or prerequisite for such organizations working 
with heterogeneous rnanufacturing units. but trust alone is not sufficient to replace the hinction of 
control in such organizations. For example, the bankruptcy of Barings, a 232-year-old British 
bank. on February 23. 1995 due to a loss of $1 billion in hitures trading by one employee (Brown, 
1995) illustrates a case where trust as a function of control fails. Moreover, coordination of 
production activities across firrns, the appropriate distribution of profits, coordination and finance 
of investrnents across firms, and assurnption of responsibility for product liability are some of 
many issues remain unresolved regarding the management of such extended enterprises 
(Montgomery and Levine, 1996). 
So hr, most management control system design-related research efforts have been focuseà on 
intra-organiwtional control issues within a single (rnanufacturing) organization. However, as 
extended enterprises proliferate, inter-organizational control issues must also be addressed. A 
well designed management control system (or model) for a single Firm may not promise the same 
effecti veness in an extended enterprise where heterogeneous or homogeneous management 
control systems must coexist and interact. 
Designing an effective management control system is a complex and difficult process for any kind 
of organization (Fiamholtz, 1996)- however it is imperative to properly design or identifi 
effective management control systems frarnework for extended enterprises, because it may 
significantly affect the organizations' success or failure. 
1.2 Research Staternent 
Figure 1.2 diagrams the conceptual mode1 for this study. Changing manufacturing technology in 
cornpetitive environments provokrs the need for individual manufacturing organizations to be 
adaptive and to change their management control systems accordingl y. Al ternative choices in 
individual firms' management control systems, namely mechanistic and organic management 
control systems, in tum affect the organizational performance of individual organizations in 
different environments (Burns and Stalker, 196 1 ; Ga1 braith, 1973; Hofstede, 1978; Mintzberg, 
1979; Cawsey et al.. 1994). Furthemore, as individual organizations form extended enterprises, 
the interactions of the mechanistic andor organic management control systems of individual 
finris in an extended enterprise may determine the performance of the extended enterprise. 
Therefore. the focus of the research is two-fold: to investigate the impact of the interactions of 
mechanistic andor organic management control systems within an extended enterprise on 
performance level of the extended enterprise in both stable and dynamic environments, and to 
demonstrate viability of both mechanistic and organic control system within an extended 
enterprise in both stable and dynamic environments. 
Changes in 
Technology and Operation l 
I Extended enterprise Changes in I El..  El t-4 pe2Ence 
Extended 
Enterprise 
- --- - 
Note: MO = Manufacturing Organization, MCS = Management Control System 
Figure 1.2 Conceptual mode1 of overview of the study 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
This thesis is divided into five additional chapten. Chapter 2 develops the fhmework of this 
research and presents vatious conceptual models of extended enterprises as well as several 
propositions of this study. Chapter 3 introduces several research hypotheses which examine 
fundamen ta1 premises of this research and describes the experimental design. Chapter 4 develops 
the implernentation models of extended enterprises emplo yed for this research. Chapter 5 presen ts 
the results and analysis. The discussion in this chapter includes the statistical results of the 
hypotheses and post hoc multiple comparkons using Scheffé tests to identify effective (or 
ineffective) frameworks of management control systems for an extended enterprise operating 
within a specific combination of contingent factors. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the results of 
this research, as well as discusses the implications of findings and the limitations of this research. 
Future research concludes this chapter. 
CHAPTER TWO 
Preliminary Research and Propositions 
2.1 Introduction 
Lack of research efforts on inter-organizational control and management issues led us to build a 
novel framework for this research mainly based on widely accepted, sound theories of intra- 
organizational control such as the study of Bums and Stalker (1961) which identified two pure 
forms of management control -- mechanistic and organic. Therefore, Section 2.2 identifies four 
possible types of basic interactions of the mechanistic andfor organic management control 
systems in an extended enterprise. Section 2.3 constmcts conceptual models of extended 
enterprises which take a fom of chain. Furthemore, prior to conducring our experiments, Section 
2.4 attempts to predict the impact of the interactions of mechanistic andor organic management 
control systems within an extended enterprise on performance of the extended enterprise in  both 
stable and dynamic environments based on theories of chaos and self-organization. 
2.2 Framework of the Research 
Bums and Stalkcr (1961) proposed that the mechanistic mode1 of control is effective in stable 
environments, while the organic mode1 of control is effective in dynamic environments. This 
proposition is based on contingency theory which States that there is no one best way to organize 
or control organizations. but i t  depends on environments in which the organizations operate. 
There have been a few empincal studies that confirm this proposition (Woodward, 1965; 
Abernethy and Lillis, 1995). For example, Woodward's survey result of 100 British firms (1965) 
indicates that small batch organizations which mainly produce custom-design products employ 
flat organization structures with relatively little staff personnel; whereas companies with mass- 
production and stable technologies are mainly large and have ta11 management hienrchy. Senge 
(1996) also believes that organizations working in dynamic environments will eventually 
distribute power and authonty to different subunits of organizations as long as they can 
coordinate their activities while avoiding chaos effects. 
As Schon berger ( 1 996) and NGM ( 1997) suggest, single rnanufacturing organizations cannot 
compete alone but need to orchestrate various manufacturing activities with partners in order to 
survive. Thus, we expect to see a number of heterogeneous manufacturing organizations establish 
supply chains or extended enterprises and work together in order to remain cornpetitive. 
Therefore. we can consider the four possible types of basic partne~hips (or interactions) between 
heterogeneous manufacturing units with respect to their management control systems as in Figure 
2.1. Figures 2.2a, 2.2b, 2.2~. and 2.2d diagram four conceptual rnodels of extended enterprises 
based on Figure 2.1. 
Partner Organization I : 
Management Control System 
Mechanistic Organic 
Mechanistic 
Partner Organization 2: 
Management Control System 
Organiç 
Figure 2.2a Figure 2.2b  
III 1 IV 
Figure 2 . k  1 Figure 2.2d 
Figure 2.1 Four Types of Basic Partnership in terms of Management Control System 
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Figure 2.2b Conceptual Model of an Extended Enterprise as in Ce11 II 
Figure 2 . 2 ~  Conceptual Model of an Extended Enterprise as in Ce11 III 
Manufacturing 
' Organization with 




Figure 2.2d Conceptual Model of an Extended Enterprise as in Ce11 IV 
Traditionally, cooperative efforts of different organizations are associated with the case of Figures 
2.2a andor 2 . 2 ~  where a large mechanistic organization takes control and subcontracts work to 
other mechanistic organization(s) and/or to a small and usually organic organization(s) (Ching et 
ai., 1993; de la Sierra. 1995; Yoshino and Rangan. 1995). For example, General Motors (GM) 
traditionally was not willing to work with other fimis if GM did not have majority control over a 
cooperative effort (Yoshino and Rangan, 1995). However, as business environments rapidly 
change and even become chaotic. we expect to see more, different kinds of, cooperative efforts as 
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Based on the four conceptual models of extended enterprises, an extended enterprise can be 






enterprise faces. As individual manufacturing organizations become a pan of an extended 
enterprise for a specific task type, each task can be categonzed as follows: (1) unpartitionable 
sequential task. (2) partitionable sequential task requinng no communication, and (3) reciprocal 
task requinng communication. This categorization of nature of tasks is developed in accordance 
wi th Thompson's ( 1 967) categorization of intemal interdependence of organizational parts in 
complex organizations since extended enterprises intensely rely on interdependence of extemal 
organizational parts. 
Furthemore. depending on the nature of tasks interdependence, different levels of cooperative 
effort are required as suggested by Brooks ( 1975) in the speci fic case of software development by 
a team of programmers. When a group of programmen work on partitionable complex tasks also 
known as reciprocal interdependence (Thompson, 1967), it requires high level of communication 
(Le. coordination), whereas partitionable or unpartitionable sequential tasks also known as 
sequential interdependence (Thompson 1967). can be performed with little or no communication. 
2.3.1 Extended Enterprise Mode1 structured to perform unpartitionable sequential tasks 
Whcn a task cannot be partitioned and cannot be performed by more than one supply chain as in  
Figure 2.3, the task is an unpartitionable sequential task. For example, a situation where General 
Motors (GM) purchases engines korn only one supply chain and assembles them into its 
automobiles describes a fom of extended enterprise working on unpartitionable sequential tasks. 
Combining this extended enterprise model perfoming unpartitionable sequential tasks (Figure 
2.3) with four basic conceptual models of extendrd enterprises in terms of interactions of 
management control systems (Figures 2.2a, 2.2b, 2.2c, and 2.2d), results in four different types of 
extended enterprise models as in Table 2.1. 
Note: t: Information Flow 4- : Physical Goods Flow 
Figure 2.3 An Extended Enterprise model performing unpartitionable sequential tasks 









2.3.2 Extended Enterprise Mode1 stnictured to perform partitionable sequential tasks 
Figure 2.4 diagrams an extended enterprise with two sub-supply chains working side by side on 
panitionable sequential tasks which require no communication between two sub-supply chains. 
For example, a scenario where GM purchases wheels from two sources, each with a different 
supply chain illustrates a form of cooperation of heterogeneous manufacniring units working on 
panitionable sequential tasks. Cornbining this extended enterprise mode1 performing partitionable 
sequential tasks (Figure 2.4) with four basic conceptual models of extended enterprises in terms 
of interactions of management control systems, results in 16 different types of extended enterprise 
models as in Table 2.1. 
Customer 
Note: 4upply Chain 1 includes manufacturing organizations 1 and 2. and Supply Chain II 
includes manufacturing organization 3 and 4. 
t : Information Flow + : Physical Goods Flow 
' 
4 , 
Figure 2.4 An Extended Enterprise mode1 performing partitionable sequential tasks 
However. 16 types of extended enterprises models are reduced to 10 since 6 pain of models are 
identified as mirror images of each other. For example SMMOM and SOMMM are mirror images 
of each other, thus SMOMM, SM000,  SOMMM, SOMMO, SOMOO, and SOOMM are 
removed. Please note that SMMOM, SOMMO, etc. are names used to represent various extended 
enterprise models. "S" represents the partitionable sequential tasks, and "M" and "0" denote the 
mechanistic and organic management control systems respectively. For example, SMOOM 
describes an extended enterprise stmctured to perform partitionable sequential tasks in which the 
Manufilc turing Organization 1 uses the mechanistic con trol system, the Manufacturing 



















organic control systern, and the Manufacturing Organization 4 uses the mechanistic management 
control system. 
2.3.3 Extended Enterprise Model structured to perform reciprocal tasks 
Figure 2.5 iilustrates an extended enterprise with two sub-supply chains working on reciprocal 
tasks requinng communication and cooperation. Communication and cooperation between two 
supply chains are required since the outputs (whether they be information or material) of each 
become inputs for the others. In order for Manufacturing Organizations 1 and 3 to complete their 
pans of the tasks. they need to share information andor to exchange product parts as in Figure 
2.5. For example, a situation where GM purchases parts from two suppliers, but requires their 
supplien to work together in cooperative environment describes a form of an extended enterprise 
working on partitionable reciprocal tasks. Combining this extended enterprise model performing 
reciprocal tasks (Figure 2.5) with four basic conceptual rnodels of extended enterprises, i t  results 
in 16 different types of extended enterprise models as in Table 2.1. 
Note: 6upp ly  Chain 1 includes manufacturing organizations 1 and 2, and Supply Chain U 
includes manufacturing organization 3 and 4. = : Information Fiow - : Physical Goods Flow 
* 
Custorner 
Figure 2.5 An Extended Enterprise model performing reciprocal tasks 
However, 16 types of extended enterprises models are again reduced to 10 since 6 pairs of models 
are identified as mirror images of each other, thus RMOMM, RM000,  ROMMM, ROMMO, 

















Table 2.1 lists al1 possible combinations of extended enterprise models combining four 
conceptual models of extended enterprises (as in Figures 2.2a. 2.2b, 2.2c, and 2.2d) and three 
structures of extended enterprises according to the nature of tasks. 
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in the table. 
+ach pair of conceptual duplicates rnodels are indicated by superscripts on mode1 names. 
Table 2.1 36 Extended Enterprise Models 
So far we have argued that increasingly individual manufactunng organizations are becoming 
parts of extended enterprises as competitive environments becorne dynamic, and the organic 
management control system --an alternative to the mechanistic control system- is effective for 
intra-organizational control in dynamic environments. Then, can interactions of the mechanistic 
andfor organic management control systems effectively maintain patterns in organizational 
activities of an extended enterprise? What is the impact of different types of interactions of 
management control systems on performance measures such as inventory holding cosrs, stockout 
costs, number of order backlogs, and manufacturing cycle tirne variance (or the time from 
matenal receipt to product shipment)? Will the mechanistic management control system find no 
place in inter-organizational control in dynamic competitive environments? Answenng these 
questions will help us build more effective frameworks of management control systems for 
extended enterprises. 
2.4 Propositions 
As international competitive pressures increase, business environments have been described as 
unpredictable, complex, turbulent, and even chaotic (Stacey, 1991; Goldman et al., 1995; 
Champy. 1995). A number of researchers have attempted to apply the theories of chaos and self- 
organization developed by mathematicians, physicists, and biologists to understand and to explain 
behavior of dynamic business organizations in chaotic environrnents (Stacey, 199 1 ; Kauffman, 
1996). Chaos theory is concerned with finding "the order within the disorder of chaos" (Stacey, 
1 99 1 ) and self-organization, which is defined as "a process in which the components of a system 
in rffect spontaneously communicate with each other and abruptly cooperate in coordinated and 
concened common behaviour" (Stacey, 1991). is a process of managing behavior of dynamic 
systems in chaotic environments. 
According to one theoretical biologist Kauffman (1996) who extends his study of chaos, self- 
organization, and the science of complexity in biology to economic and cultural systems, the 
optimal solution for an optimization problem of any complex system lies between order and 
chaos. He argues that "we will find an ordered regime where poor compromises for the entire 
organization are found, a chaotic regime where no solution is ever agreed on. and a phase 
transition between order and chaos where excellent solutions are found rapidly" (Ch 11 ,  
Kau ffman, 1 996). 
A quality "guru" Juran (1995) made a sirnilm argument about 45 years ago with respect to quality 
improvement. Juran argues that in order to improve quality. it is necessary for a manufacturing 
organization to undergo both static and dynamic phases. He uses a term "Control" to describe a 
static phase in which an organization devotes its enrrgy to prevent changes, while a term 
"Breakthrough" to illustrate a dynamic penod in which an organization devotes much enrrgy to 
creüte changes. Neither "Control" nor "Breakthrough" alone can help a manufacturing 
organization to improve quality. but both are necessary for quality improvement of a 
manufacturing organization since "Breakthrough" creates good changes and "Control" prevents 
büd changes. Therefore, Juran also emphasizes the importance of a phase transition between order 
(i.r. "Control") and chaos (Le. "Breakthrough") for solving optimization problems in the context 
of quality improvement. 
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Figure 2.6 Effectiveness of mechanistic vs. organic management control system 
in various environmental conditions 
The study of Burns and Stalker (196 1)  proposes that the mechanistic model of control is effective 
in relatively stable environments; whereas the organic model of control is effective in dynamic 
environments. From this proposition we might infer that the organic model of control is not as 
effective as the mechanistic one in relatively stable environments (see Figure 2.6), because fast 
responsiveness of the organic model of control may cause a manufacturing unit to overreact to 
minor changes in stable environments. Therefore, as presented in Figure 2.6, each model of 
management control system has a range where it is effective to help a single organization 
rnaintain patterns in organizational activities on a spectrum of environments between stable and 
chaotic. As well each rnodei of control has its critical value (c 1 and c3) on the spectrum in Figure 
2.6 where it becomes ineffective to maintain organizationd activities. 
Then, do we expect that an extended enterprise organized with al1 mechanistically rnanaged 
rnanufacturing units (as in Figure 2.2a) to outperform other extended enterprises with al1 
organically managed firms (as in Figure 2.2d) in stable environments? As welI, do we assume that 
only those extended enterprises organized with al1 organically managed manufacturing units (as 
in Figure 2.2d) eventually survive in dynamic environrnents? The answer to these questions are 
not simple according to general systems theory, "the whole is not the sum of its parts, but the 
product of these parts' interactions, al1 within a broader system" (Ego1 et al., 1995). From this 
basis and Kauffman's argument, we propose the following propositions. 
In relatively stable environments, interactions of either homogeneous management control 
systems as in Figures 2.2a and 2.2d or heterogeneous management control systems as in Figures 
2.2b and 2 . 2 ~  help an extended enterprise maintain its organizational activities. and funher reach 
what Kauffman (1996) refers to an "ordered regime." Chaos is not evoked within extended 
enterprises operating in stable environments. Thus in stable environments, al1 four types of 
interactions of individual management control systems wil1 help the extended enterprise (as in 
either Figure 2.21, 2.2b, 2.2c, or 2.2d) find "a solution" to make its cooperative efforts work, but 
they may not motivate the extended enterprise to change and to reach a better solution (like an old 
saying advises "if it ain't broke, don? fix it"). 
Proposition S.2: In stable environments (e c cl), al1 four types of extended 
enterprise can maintain patterns in organizational activities in order to coordinate 
their cooperative efforts and keep thern under control over time. However, none of 
the extended enterprises attempt to find a better way to keep its intra- 
organizational activities under control, even when there may be a better 
alternat ive solution. 
Traditionally. even in stable environments. large organizations with mechanistic management 
control systems are known to be inefficient, but the inefficiency is compensated by the ease of 
centnlized control in relatively stable and predictable world (Senge, 1996). As the world 
becornes unpredictable and dynamic, manufacturing organizations that stay with mechanistic 
management control systems become extremely inefficient and slow to maintain organizational 
activities, but centnlized control still attempts to compensate. Therefore, in relatively dynamic 
environments, interactions of al1 rnechanistic management control systems of individual 
manufacturing units in an extended enterprise as in Figure 2.2a help the extended enterprise 
maintain organizational activities inefficiently and slowly, but reach what Kauffman (1996) refers 
io an "ordered regime." In other words, interactions of rnechanistic management control systems 
will help the extended enterprise tind "a solution," but they may not motivate the extended 
enterprise to change and to reach a better solution. Being able to reach an "ordered regime" in 
stable environments for manufacturing organizations can be a competitive weapon, but in 
dynamic environments (such as point c2 in Figure 2.4) it is no longer a competitive advantage, 
but only a minimum requirement to be able to compete in a market. It can be compared to quality 
becoming an order-qualifier criteria frorn an order-winner criteria in the market since 1970s 
(Krajewski and Ritzman, 1992; Hill, 1994). 
Proposition D.1: In dynamic environments, also known as complex environments 
(c 1 c e a 3 ) .  when an extended enterprise is established with al1 rnechanistically 
managed manufacturing units, interactions of mechanistic management control 
systems can help the extended enterprise maintain patterns in organizational 
activities in order to coordinate their cooperative efforts and keep them under 
control over time. However, interactions of mechanistic management control 
systems may not promise a competitive advantage over interactions of either the 
combination of the mechanistic and organic management control systems, or al1 
the organic management control systems because of the inefficiency of the 
mechanistic management control systems in dynamic environments. 
The organic model of control is identified as very effective for intra-organizational control in  
dynamic environments by Burns and Stalker (1961); however the organic model of control also 
can potentially lead a manufacturing organization to a constant state of flux or "system 
nervousness" (Orlicky, 1975). "System nervousness" is a term that describes an unstable system 
which constantly attempts to update its state faster than it is able to respond and therefore may 
never be able to stabilize due to delays in processing the inputs. Therefore, the organic 
management control system can potentially lead a manufacturing unit to become nervous as 
environments become chaotic. However, interactions of the organic and mechanistic management 
control systems as in Figure 2.2b and 2 . 2 ~  in an extended enterprise rnay prevent the extended 
enterprise from becoming nervous, because the inefficiency of the mechanistic management 
control systern in dynarnic environments acts as a dampening mechanism to prevent the extended 
enterprise from reacting to minor changes in inputs. Thus, interactions of the mechanistic and 
organic management control systerns rnay help the extended enterprise to reach rapidly what 
Kauffman (1996) refers to "excellent solutions." In other words, interactions of heterogeneous 
management control systems rnay help the extended enterprise find not only "a solution," but also 
excellent solutions. 
Proposition 0.2.: In dynamic environments. when an extended enterprise is 
established with manufacturing units with heterogeneous (mechanistic and 
organic) management control systems, interactions of Fundarnentally different 
management control systems can help the extended enterprise maintain patterns in 
organizational activities in order to coordinate their cooperative efforts and keep 
them under control over time. Interactions of heterogeneous management control 
systerns rnay help motivate the extendrd enterprise to rapidly find a better way to 
keep its organizational activities in order. 
However. the order of the heterogeneous mechanistic and organic management control systems in 
an extended enterprise rnay make a difference in performance of the extended enterprise reaching 
the "excellent solutions" in dynamic environments. Since the organic management control system 
is more effective in dynamic environments, an extended enterprise with the organic management 
control system near dynamic environments as in Figure 2.2b should be able to reach the 
"excellent solution" faster than the other extended enterprises organized as in Figure 2 . 2 ~ .  
Proposition D.2.a: In dynamic environments, interactions of heterogeneous 
mechanistic and organic management control systems of individual manufacturing 
units in an extended enterprise rnay help the extended enterprise to rapidly find an 
"exceIlent solutions" over time. However, having a manufacturing unit with the 
organic management control system closer to dynamic environments helps the 
extended enterprise reach "excellent solutions" more effectively than having a 
manufacturing organization with the mechanistic management control system 
close to dynamic environrnents. 
As discussed above, a manufacturing unit with the organic management control system is 
potentially subjected to "system nervousness" in dynamic environments and an extended 
enterprise of manufacturing units with homogeneous organic management control systems as in 
Figure 2.2d is no exception. Therefore, depending on how dynamic the environments are, 
interactions of two organic management control systems may not help the extended enterprise to 
reach either an "ordered regime" or "excellent solution", but what Kauffman (1996) refers to a 
"chaotic regime." In other words, two organic management control systems may not help the 
extended enterprise find even "a solution." but may drive the extendrd enterprise into a constant 
state of flux. 
Proposition 0.3: In dynamic environments, when an extended enterprise is 
established with al1 organically managed manufacturing units, interactions of 
organic management control systems rnay not help the extended enterprise 
maintain patterns in organizational activities in order to coordinate their 
cooperative efforts and keep them under control over time depending on how 
dynamic are the environments. 
Burns and Stalker (1961) would not agree with this last proposition since it directly challenges 
their fundamental proposition that the organic mode1 of control is appropriate when the 
rnvironrnent is dynamic. However, the new way of understanding behaviour of dynamlr systems 
encourage us to challenge this traditional view of the organic mode1 of control. 
2.5 Summary 
This chapter described the framework for this research. Section 2.2 identified four basic types of 
management control systerns interactions based on two pure forms of management control system 
--the mechanistic and organic. Section 2.3 identified three types of extended enterprise models. 
Additionally. Section 2.4 developed five propositions to predict the impact of the interactions of 
mechanistic andfor organic management control systerns within an extended enterprise on 
performance of the extended enterprise in both stable and dynamic environments based on 
theones of chaos and self-organization. 
CNAPTER THREE 
Hypotheses and Experimental Design 
3.1 Introduction 
In order to examine the propositions presented in Chapter 2, Section 3.2 introduces four basic 
research hypotheses. Hypotheses 1, II, and IIi examine effects of each contingent factor of interest. 
namely environments, interactions of management control systems, and structures of extended 
enterprises, on the performance of an extended enterprise. Hypothesis IV investigates if the three 
contingent factors interact with each other, and in turn, if interactions of these three contingent 
factors have effects on the performance of an extended enterprise. These four hypotheses will 
examine Our fundamental premises of this research that not only each contingent factor. but also 
the interaction between al1 three contingent factors together has effect on the performance of an 
extended enterprise. In Section 3.3, the expenmental design for this research is discussed. 
3.2 Research Hypotheses 
Hypothesis I (Hi). Different types of environments have no effect on the 
performance of an extended enterprise. 
This nuIl hypothesis tests if the performance level of extended enterprises are not significantly 
different in stable and dynamic environments. The performance of an extended enterprise is 
drhned as the following three performance measurements: (1) the sum over al1 periods, of 
inventory holding costs and stockout costs in each period, (2) standard deviation of order delivery 
tirne over al1 periods, and (3) standard deviation of manufacturing cycle time (or the time from 
matenal receipt to product shipment) over al1 periods. While the first performance measurement 
is adopted from the Beer Distribution Game (Forrester, 196 1 ; Steman, 1989; Senge, 1990) which 
is the basis of the extended enterprise models, the other two measurements are selected from a list 
of performance rneasures that are becorning dominant measures in the manufacturing industry as 
identified by Amuphaptrairong ( 1996). 
According to Arnuphaptnirong (1996). Maskell (1989a, b. c & 199 1 )  reponed five types of 
performance rneasurements that are widely employed by world-class manufacturing and they 
were identified as measures of quality, delivery, production process time, flexibility, and costs. 
Among these types of performance rneasurements, rneasures of costs, delivery, and production 
process tirne are selected for this research since the simulation rnodels developed for the study, 
which are described later in Chapter 4, quality and flexibility dimensions of the rnodels are fixed. 
The f i a t  performance measure is a traditional primary manufacturing performance measurement, 
which focuses o n  "rneasures of cost" (Amuphaptrairong, 1996). This financial rneasurement of 
inventory and stockout costs has also been adopted to evaluate the performance of managerial 
behaviors in Beer Distribution Garne (Sterman 1989). The second performance measurement, 
standard deviation of order delivery time. measures overall deviation of on-time delivery. The 
third measurement. standard deviation of manufacturing cycle time, measures production 
performance to order or the smoothness of the production flow (Arnuphaptrairong, 1996). 
Hypothesis II (Hz). Different types of interactions of the mechanistic and/or 
organic management control systems in extended enterprises have no effect on the 
performance of an extended enterprise. 
This hypothesis tests if di fferent types of interactions of the mechanistic and/or organic 
management control systems produce significantly different performance levels of extended 
enterprises. So far. several studies have implied that alternative choices in individual firms' 
management control systems, nameIy mechanistic and organic management control systems 
affect the organizational performance of individual organizations (Burns and S talker, 196 1 ; 
Galbraith. 1973; Hofstede, 1978; Mintzberg, 1979; Cawsey et ai.. 1994). Based on this literature 
and on general systems theory. it is expected that the different types of interactions of mechanistic 
ancUor organic management control systems in an extended enterprise should also effect the 
performance of the extended enterprise. 
Hypothesis III (H3). Different structures of extended enterprises have no effect 
on the performance of an extended enterprise. 
This hypothesis tests if the structural choice of extended enterprises based on the nature of tasks 
interdependence makes a difference in performance level of extended enterprises. According to 
Brooks' Law (1975). "adding manpower to a Iate software project makes it later" due to the 
added burden of communication, coordination effort, and coordination costs (Thompson, 1967). 
Analytically, it implies that for extended enterprises, the involvement of more and more 
companies does not necessarily lead to a stronger coverage of the problem due to the increased 
coordination requirement of the cooperative efforts. Thus, as the number of partners working on 
partitionable complrx tasks increases, the cooperative effort or coordination cost increases. while 
the amount of work of an individual partner decreases. Therefore, from this hypothesis. it is 
expected that different structures of extended enterprises based on the nature of task 
interdependence effect on the performance of an extended enterprise. 
Hypothesis IV (b). Environments in which extended enterprises operate, 
interactions of the mechanistic andor organic management control systems in 
extended enterprises, and structures of extended enterprises joint1 y do not affect 
the performance of an extended enterprise. 
This formal hypothesis tests if there are significant interactions among environments in which 
extended enterprises operate, interactions of the mechanistic andor organic management control 
systems in extended enterprises, and structures of extended enterprises. From this hypothesis. it is 
rxpected to examine effect of three contingent factors within an extended enterprise on the 
performance of the extended enterprise simultaneously. as well as to identify differences between 
different combinations of contingent factors. 
Once thrse four hypotheses are tested, depending on the results of the tests, funher investigation 
within each combination of three contingent factors will be perfonned using one-way analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) with post hoc Scheffé multiple comparison tests. The Scheffé test which is 
used for pairwise comparisons of means. is identified as the most conservative and requires larger 
differences between means for significance among the other multiple comparison tests (SPSS 
Inc.. 1993). Thus. the Scheffé test will help us to identib effective Frameworks of management 
control systems for an extended enterprise openting within a specific combination of contingent 
factors. 
3.3 Experirnental Design 
In order to examine the hypotheses presented above, we have designed a series of experirnents 
using the following contingent factors of interest and factor levels: 
Factor 1 : environrnents where an extended enterprise operates (two Ievels) 
Factor 2: structures of an extended enterprise according to the nature of task (three levels) 
Factor 3: interactions of the rnrchanistic andfor organic management control systerns 
within a single supply chain in  an extended enterprise (four levels) 
Environments where an extended enterprise operates are either stable (level 1 )  or dynamic (level 
2). For simplicity, dynarnics of the environments is refiected by the fluctuation of customer 
demand. If the customer demand is constantIy changing with large fluctuation, the environrnents 
are classified as dynamic, whereas if the customer demand is relatively predictable and constant 
then the environrnents are classified as stable. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate differences between 
dynamic and stable environments. 
Week 
Figure 3.1 Customer demands representing a turbulent environment 
Week 
Figure 3.2 Customer demands representing a stable environment 
The structure of an extended enterprise based on the nature of tasks is classified into three 
categories: ( 1 ) unpartitionabIe sequential tasks (level 1 ), (2) partitionable sequential tasks 
requiring no communication (level 2). and (3) reciprocal tasks requiring communication (level 3). 
The third experimental factor of this research is interactions of the mechanistic and organic 
management control systems of a single supply chain within an extended enterprise. As we have 
discusxd in Section 2.2, there are four Ievels of interactions of management control system. They 
are: ( 1 )  al1 mechanistic management control systems (level 1), (2) organic-then- mechanistic 
management control systems (level 2), (3) mechanistic-then-organic management control systems 
(level 3). and (4) al1 organic management control systems (level 4) (Note: level 2 places an 
organic management control system doser to the customer, while Ievel 3 places a mechanistic 
management control system closer to the customer). 
With these factors and factor levels, we have designed a series of experiments or factor settings. 
In fact. second and third experimental factors is tirst combined together to decide how many 
experiments are required to cover ail the possible combinations of al[ three experimental factors. 
Each supply chain within an extended enterprise in Figures 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 can manage its 
operation with one of four types of interactions of management control systems, since Ievel 1 of 
the second factor has one supply chain within its extended enterprise structure, four combinations 
of the first and second factors are identified. Level 2 of the second factor has two supply chains 
within its extended enterprise stmcture and thus it results 16 combinations (Le. 4 4 = 16 factor 
settings). However, as identified in Section 2.3.2, 16 combinations are reduced to 10 since 6 pairs 
of combinations are identified as mirror images of each other. And level 3 of the second factor 
also has two supply chains within its extended enterprise structure and thus it  results in 16 
combinations, again reduced to 10. Thus, second and third factors together resulted in 24 
experimental settings. These 24 experimental settings are replicated twice with two factor levels 
of the f int  experirnental factor - environments. Therefore, a total of 48 experimental settings are 
required to cover al1 the possible combination of al1 three expenmental factors (see Table 3.1). 
Table 3.2 illustntes 48 experimental settings where: 
*Factor 1 : Environments 
level 1 : Stable (-) 
level2: Dynamic (+) 
*Factor 2: Types of Tasks 
level I : Unpartitionabte sequential (-) 
level 2: Partitionable sequential (O) 
level 3: Reciprocal (+) 
*Factor 3: Interactions of Management Control Systems 
level 1 : All mechanistic management control systems(-) 
level 2: Organic and mechanistic management control systerns(x) 
level 3: Mechanistic and organic management control systems(0) 
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With 48 experimental setting, each factor setting is replicated 50 tirnes for statistical analysis. 
Power analysis is used to detennine a number of data sets of each 48 factor settings that is 
rrquired to produce the probability that a statistical test would result in statistical significance (Le. 
statistical power). Power analysis is perfonned using Power Analysis and Sample Size (PASS). 
version 6.0 for Microsoft Windows to calculate power and determine sample size (Hintze, 1996). 
The result of power analysis with a = 0.05 and P = 0.01 indicated that a sample size as small as 
12 would produce a statistically powefil result; however in order to assure a strong power on 
statistical analysis of the expenmentation, a sample size of 50 is used in the experimentation. 
Therefore, 2,400 data sets were generated for statistical tests and analysis. 
3.4 Summary 
This chapter presented four basic research hypotheses which examine the fundamental premises 
of this research. Section 3.2 introduced these four hypotheses and also the three dependent 
variables employed to measure organizational performance: the sum of inventory holding costs 
and stockout costs. standard deviation of order delivery time, and standard deviation of 
rnanufacturing cycle time. Fînally, Section 3.3, the expenmental design for this research was 
discussed. 
The next chapter discusses the implementation models of extended enterprises and methodologies 
for investigating the hypotheses and propositions of this research. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
Model Description and Research Methodology 
4.1 Introduction 
In order to examine the hypotheses presented in Chapter 3, a generic model of a manufacturing 
system is developed in this chapter. However, pnor to modeling any dynarnic system, it is 
important to define the purpose of the model, because having a clear statement of mode1 purpose 
helps establish boundaries of the model and thus to identify al1 relevant structural relationships 
(Starr, 1980). And eventually, a clear statement of model purpose is used as an important model 
validation rneasure which in turn, helps examine if al1 the important concepts and structural 
relationships for addressing the purpose of the model are included in the model (Forrester and 
Senge, 1980; Starr, 1980). Therefore in this chapter, we describe, build, and validate the 
implernentation modefs of extended enterprises employed for this research. From Sections 4.2 to 
4.7. a description of the two basic manufacturing system models (which are basic building blocks 
of the exiended enterprise models) is discussed. Finally. the implementation models of extended 
enterprises are constructed using the two basic manufacturing system models in Section 4.8. 
Section 4.9 presents the results of the validation tests for the extended enterprise models. 
4.2 Basic Manufacturing System Model Description 
The basic manufacturing system rnodel should be able to demonstrate how well a manufacturing 
organization satisfies the customer' s demands wi th regard to di fferent types of management 
control systems in different competitive environments. Organizational structure, the delay in 
decisions and actions, and the policies governing productions and inventories together constitute 
a manufacturing management control system. Therefore, the model should demonstrate how 
effective different choices of management control systems are in satisfiing changing customer's 
demands. 
Genenlly, a basic manufacturing system can be described as a fnmework consisting of two 
functions (see Figure 4.1 ). The management hinction (i .e. the manufacturing management control 
system) collects information (e.g. customer demand, inventory report etc.) to make operational 
decisions and communicate decisions (e.g. orders) to the production function (e.g. shop floor). 
Then the production hinction produces products according to the decisions from the management 
function and reports result to the management function. 
I Prociuc tion 
Function t- 
Note: aNarrow arrows represent information flow such as orders and reports. 
aThick arrows represent physical goods flow such as material and products. 
Figure 4.1 Basic Manufacturing System Framework 
With this system framework, we construct a general manufacturing system model which 
represents the ptimary processes common to al1 manufacturing systems based on Forrester's 
description of production-distribution system (Forrester, 196 1). It uses the following assumptions. 
1 .  A manufacturing system consists of the management function (e-g. management control 
system) and the production function (e-g. production line). 
2. Manufacturing tasks can be subdivided into marketing and production processes. 
3. Ali fims have access to identical technology and therefore technology is not a limiting factor. 
4. Individual manufactun ng systems use Make-to-S toc k (MTS) strategy, in which the 
manufacturing firms hold inventory in stock for immediate delivery. 
According to Woodward (1961), the manufacturing tasks of a small production system is 
essentially composed of marketing, development, and production processes. First the marketing 
process recognizes or identifies the order or need for a new product from the customer. Then the 
development process develops and designs the product. The production phase of the 
manufacturing tasks follows. However, the developrnent process is not included in the 
rnanufacturing cycle of our basic manufacturing system model, since we assume that the product 
exists and the technology to build new items is readily available to produce the products that the 
customer wants as suggested by Hill (1994). 
Based on the above assumptions and the manufactunng system framework in Figure 4.1, we have 
built two models of basic manufacturing system. one with a mechanistic management control 
system and another one with an organic management control system. DiRerent sets of 
organizational structure, delays in decisions and actions, and policies goveming productions and 
inventories which constitute management control systems (Le. the management function in Figure 
4.1) are incorponted in the two models based upon Burns and Stalker's (Ch 6, 1961) descriptions 
of two management control systerns. Table 4.1 identifies these key chanctenstics and how the 
mechanistic and organic models approach them. 
The manufactunng organization model wi th the mechanistic management control system has 
constructed with the following characteristics: (1) distinctive divisions of labor within and 
between management and production functions are clear and observable. (2) organizational 
structure is hierarchical with management at the top setting policies goveming purchases. 
production, and inventories. as well as making operational decisions (Le. local judgment is 
minimized), and (3) decisions and orders transmit down and result reports move up in the 
hierarchy (i.e. vertical communication is emphasized). 
The manufacturing orgânization model with the organic management control system is designed 
with the following characteristics: ( 1 )  divisions of Iabor within and between management and 
production functions are not clearly defined, (2) organizational structure is flat with purchasing, 
production, and inventory policies setting and decision making decentralized (Le. local judgment 
is maximized), and (3) local interactions among decentralized components is maximized (i .e. 
horizontal communication is emphasized). 
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Mechanistic Model of Manaeement 
the specialized differentiation of functional 
tasks into which the problems and tasks facing 
the company as a whole are broken down, but 
centnlly contrdled 
the abstract nature of each individual tiisk, 
which is pursued with techniques and 
purposes more or less distinct from those of 
the comDanv as a whote 
the reconciliation, for each level in the 
hieratchy, of those distinct performances by 
the immediate superiors 
a precise definition of rights, obligations, and 
technical methods is attached to each 
functional d e ,  to minimize local judgment 
the tran~latio~of rights and obligations and 
methods into the responsibilities of a 
functional position is top-down 
hierarchic structure of control, authority, and 
communication 
a reinforcement of the hierarchic stnictiire by 
the location of knowledge k ing  exclusive1y at 
the top of the hierarchy, where the final 
reconciliation of distinct tasks and assessment 
of relevance is made 
a tendency for interaction between members 
of the company to be vertical, Le. between 
suwrior and subordinate 
instructions and decisions issued by superiors 
governing opentions and working behavior 
- - - . - - - -. . . - . 
insistence on loyalty to the company and 
obedience to superiors as a condition of 
membership 
a greater importance and prestige attaching to 
interna1 (local) than to general (cosmopofitan) 
knowledge, experience. and ski11 
the problems and tasks facing the Company as a 
whole are approached from the contributive 
nature of special knowledge and experience. 
and locally controlled 
the holistic nature of the individual task, which 
is seen as  set by the total situation of the 
company 
the adjustrnent and continual re-definition of 
individual tasks through interaction wiih others 
no precise definition of rights, obligations, and 
detailed technical methods is attached to each 
functional mie, thus to use employee skills and 
promote local judpment 
the spread of cornmitment to the company is 
beyond any technical definition 
a network structure of control, authonty, and 
communication. 
knowledge about the technical or commercial 
nature of the here and now task may bc located 
anywhere in the network; this location becomes 
the ad hoc center of control authority and 
communication for ihe task 
a lateral nther than a vertical nature of 
communication between people of different 
rank, i.e. consultation rather than comrnand 
content of communication consists of 
information and advice rather than instructions 
and decisions 
cornmitment to the organization's tasks and to 
continuous improvement is more highly valued 
than loyrtlty and obedience 
importance and prestige attach to affiliations 
and expertise valid in the industrial, technical, 
and commercial milieux external to the firm 
Table 4.1 Characteristics of the mechanistic and organic management control systerns 
(adopted frorn Burns and Stalker 196 1 ) 
Figure 4.2 diagnms the differences between these two conceptual models of manufacturing 
system with the mechanistic and organic management control systems. 
A manufacturing organization mode1 with 
the mechanistic management con trol system 
. . *' Marketing -Production . . . Process  Process . . 
-----.------.-*----------i 
A manufacturing organization mode1 with 
the organic management control system 
Note: .Distinctive divisions of labor are represented by boxes and solid lines. 
~Dotted triangles rcpresent structures of organizations. TaIl triangle represents a tall 
hierarchy smcture, whereas short triangle represents a flat structure. 
*Thin arrows represent communication. 
*Thick arrows represent physical goods flow. 
*Location of individual functions and processes in a manufactunng organization with the 
mechanistic management control system is fixed by its nature (see Table 3.1 ) 
*Location of individual functions and processes in a manufacturing organization with the 
organic management control system is not fixed and is determined as the ad hoc center 
of conuol authority and communication for the task (see Table 3.1) 
Figure 4.2 Conceptual models of manufacturing organizations 
4.3 Research Methodology 
According to Galbraith ( 1973) and Cawsey et al. (1994). there are two schools of thought 
regarding structuring and managing organizations. The first school of thought believes that there 
is one universal approach that applies in al1 circumstances, while the second school of thought 
subscribes to the idea that there is no one "best" way to organize and manage organizations, but 
the choice is contingent on intemal and external environments in which the organizations operate. 
The contingent approach on management controt system design has become one of the dominant 
research methods (Dent, 1990; Fisher, 1995). 
However, research on management control systems design based on the contingent approach 
often fails to study mu1tipIe contingent factors and control system attributes simultaneously thüt 
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are essential in determining the effectiveness of control system design (Fisher, 1995). This can be 
attributed to the inappmpriateness of the conventional contingency theory methodologies (Fisher, 
1 995). 
Therefore we have implemented a systern dynamics (SD) simulation mode1 -also known as 
"microworld" (Morecroft, 1988) or "management labontory" (Forrester, 196 1 )- as Our 
rnethodology for this research. The SD simulation mode1 will help us to understand the 
interrelationships between multiple contingent variables and control system attnbutes 
simultaneously in compressed time and space. However, the study is not intended to give answers to 
specific "how to" and/or "what to" questions regarding design of new effective management control 
systerns for a specific extended enterprise. SD simulation models are not simulations of reality, but 
are simplified manipulable worlds "specially designed to highlight (and make accessible) 
particular concepts and particular ways of thinking" (Resnick, 1994) or as Papert (1980) describes 
the microworlds are "incubators for knowledge." Therefore, this research will help us develop (1) a 
deeper understanding of "why" rnanufacturing organization may need newly designed management 
control systems, and (2) a general direction to effectively stmcturing heterogeneous management 
control systems within extended enterprises depending upon interna1 and extemal environments. 
There are alternative rnethodologies available for the research, such as empincal research. survey 
research, and different types of simulation. Each alternative method has proven to be a powerful tool 
for a certain class of problems, but they fail to address some of the following requirements for the 
study: ( 1 )  incorporation of nonlinear relationships, (2) holistic approach to the system analysis rather 
than cross sectional analysis, and (3) examination on dynarnics and feedback relationships 
(Forrester. 1968; Fisher, 1995). SD, as its name implies, '7s concerned with creating models or 
representations of real world systerns of all kinds and studying their dynamics (or behaviour)" 
(Wolstenholme, 1990). Thus, system dynarnics modeling and simulation tools are especially 
useful with "irnproving (controlling) problematic system behaviour" (Wolstenholme, 1990) and 
this idea is supported by many system dynamics researchers (Forrester, 1961; Senge, 1990; de 
Geus, 1992; Bakken et al., 1992). Thus, system dynamics (SD) is the platform of the research. 
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For the irnplementation of Our system dynamics (SD) simulation models, we have used the ithinkB 
Analyst software version 4.0.2. for Windows which provides "a hierarchical, multilayer environment 
incorporating gmphical tools to support conceptualization, construction, analysis, and 
communication activities" (Peterson, 1992; High Performance Systems, 1996) on a IBM compatible 
Pentium PC. In order to develop better undentanding of SD and gain farniliarity with ithinkB 
software package, we have built, tested, and verified a benchmark model - the classic Beer 
Distribution Game (Stemm, 1989; Ch.3, Senp, 1990) using irhinka. The qualitative venfication of 
the model validity was perfomed by answering a set of questions introduced by Forrester and 
Senge (1980). The verification procedure of SD mode1 will be discussed in Section 4.7. 
4.4 Implementation Models of the Basic Manufacturing Systerns 
Prior to discussing the specific structure of basic manufacturing system rnodels, we will briefly 
discuss the general structures that are common in al1 dynamic systems. 
4.4.1 General Structure of Dynamic Systems 
A system can have either opened- or closed-boundary (Forrester, 1969). However in order to 
investigate a particular system behavior of interest in controlled environments, the boundary must 
be set so that the system behavior of interest is not imposed exogenously, but created 
endogenously within the boundary of the system (Forrester, 1970). An adequately set boundary 
with a clear system or model purpose should separate al1 relevant structural relationships from the 
ones that are irrelevant to the study (Starr, 1980). Figure 4.3 diagrarns the closed-boundary 
concept (Forrester, IWO). 
Dynamic behavior 
generated within the 
boundary. Characteristic 
modes of behavior created by 
interactions within the boundary. 
Figure 4.3 Closed boundary defining a dynamic system (Adopted from Forrester. 1970) 
Within the closed-boundary of a system. dynamic behaviors of a system can be modeled using the 
four elernents in the hierarchies presented below (adopted from Forrester. 1970): 
e.0 Closed boundary around the system 
e. 1 Feedback loops as the basic structural elements within the boundary 
e. 1.1 Level (state) variables representing accumulations within the feedback loops 
e. 1.2 Rate (flow) variables representing activity within the feedback loops 
e. 1.2.1 Goal 
e. 1 -2.2 Observed condition 1 as cornponents of a rate e. 1 -2.3 Detection of discrepancy variable e. 1.2.4 Action based on discrepancy 
Feedback-ioops (e.1) are basic building blocks of al1 systems (Forrester. 1968, 1969, 1970). A 
simple feedback-loop structure is composed of one Ievel variable (e. 1.1) and one rate variable 
(e. 1.2). Figure 4.4 illustrates the simplest possible feedback-loop structure. Figure 4.5 is an 
ithinkB generated diagram of Figure 4.4. Wolstenholrne (1 990) defines level variables (e. 1.1 ) as 
"the measurable quantities of any resource in a system at any point in time" such as population 
and inventory, and rate variables (e. 1.2) as "control variables which directly increase or deplete 
resource levels" such as binh rate and shipping rate. Level variables (e. 1.1) are changed only by 
rates of flow, and the rate variables (e. 1 -2) are expressed in equations and represent the staternent 
of system policy which determines the rates of flow between the various levels of the system 
(Forrester, 1 968, 1 969, 1970). 
Controlled 
i Infonnation flow 
v 
---._ ---_. Level 
Figure 4.4 Simplest possible feedback loop having one rate and one level 
(Adopted from Forrester, 1970) 
Figure 4.5 illtinka generated diagrarn of simplest possible feedback loop having one rate and 
one levei 
Further. in order for rate variables to influence Ievel variables. four components of rate variables - 
-goal (e. 1.2.1 ). observed condition (e. 1.2.2), detection of discrepancy (e. 1.2.3). and action 
(c. 1.2.4) based on discrepancy-- rnust be identified. A goal can be viewed as the desired state of a 
level and an observed condition can be viewed as the current state of the Ievel. When a difference 
between the goal and the observed condition is detected (i .e. detection of discrepancy), an action 
based on a systern policy or mle should be manipulated by the rate variable to correct the 
discrepancy (i.e. action based on discrepancy). 
A thermostat best describes a system which utilizes a feedback-loop structure in a closrd 
boundary (Le. the room). A thermostat measures the current temperature of the room (Le. level or 
state variable). and compares the current temperature (Le. observed condition) with a preset 
standard of what the room temperature should be (i.e. goal). Then if the actual room temperature 
is higher than the preset standard room temperature (i.e. detection of discrepancy), the thermostat 
transmits the information through a communications network to cause the heating device to be 
turned off (i.e. action based on discrepancy) forcing the rate variable to change until the room 
temperature reaches the preset temperature. 
Using the genenl concepts of dynamic systems' structure presented above, we discuss more 
specific structures of basic manufacturing organization models for the snidy in the next section. 
4.4.2 Structuring of Basic Manufacturing Organization Modeis 
Based on Forrester's original production-distribution model (Forrester, 196 1 ; Sterman, 1989; 
Senge. 1990) and on the conceptual rnodels presented in section 4.2, we designed two general 
classes of a manufacturing organization with a prirnary production function common to both 
rnodels and with two distinctive management control systems representing management function. 
Thus in the following sections, we describe two pnmary Ievel variables and three rate variables of 
the base model. 
4.4.2.1 Level Variables of a Basic Manufacturing Organization Mode1 
Level variables are "the accumulations within the system" (Forrester, 1961) resulting from the 
flows in and out of' the level variables. All Ievel variables can be expressed in an equation similar 
to the classic inventory balancing equation (L.0) as follows. 
Ending Inventont = Beginning Inventory + (Products Produced - Prodiict Sold) &-O) 
= Beginning Inventory + (Prodtcction Rate - Demand Raie) * time 
There are two level variables of interest in the basic manufacturing organization models: 
Invenrory and Order Backlog. 
I n v e n t o ~  (I*). The Inventory level variable is the quantity of goods on hand at a specific time t .  In 
order to determine how many units are on hand at tirne t, it is necessary to add number of units 
produced and to subtract number of units sold (or shipped out) to the customer between time t - l  
and t from the initial inventory. The following equation (L. 1) represents the Inventory at time t: 
1, = I f - ,  + (PR - SR) * dt, If 20 (L. 1 ) 
where If = Inventory 
PR = Production Rate 
SR = Shipment Rate 
d t = "delta time" which is the tirne interval between t-1 and t 
Order Backlog (OBA. The Order Backlog level variable represents the accumulation of custorner 
orders not yet delivered due to low or zero Inventory. Thus, the Order Backlog level variable at a 
specific time t is calculated by adding the number of incoming customer orders and subtracting 
the number of products shipped out to the customer between time t-l and t from the initial 
number of order backlog. The following equation (L.2) is the Order Backlog equation: 
OB, = OB,,! + (OR - SR) * dt? OB, 2 0 (L-2) 
where OB, = Order Backlog 
OR = Order Rate 
SR = Shiprnent Rate 
dt = "delta tirne" which is the tirne interval benveen t- 1 and t 
Although Inventory and Order Backlog level variables exist separately in the manufacturing 
organization. they are closel y related to each other through Shipment Rate(SR). When SR 
becomes O due to low or zero Inventory level, Inventoty and Order Backlog levels are increased 
by Production Rate (PR) and Order Rate (OR) respectively. Conversely. as SR becomes positive. 
both Inventoty and Order Backlog levels are decreased by SR. 
In Inventory level rquation (L. 1)  and Order Backlog level equation (L.2), we have identified three 
prirnary rate variables of interest in the basic manufacturing organization model: (1) Production 
Rate, (2) Order Rate, and (3) Shiprnent Rate. Rate variables --also known as the "decision 
functions" (Forrester, 1961)- determine flows in and out of level variables, therefore various 
management policies which govern individual flow rates are presented as well. 
4.4.2.2 Rate Variables of a Basic Manufacturing Organization Mode1 
Production Rate (PR). Production Rate at time t is determined by production and inventory 
policy. Basically, production policy attempts to compensate for the amount of products shipped 
(Shipmerit Rate: SR,-,) at tirne t-1, and also to make a necessary adjustment on inventory- and 
pipeline-deficit situations. Individual manufacturing systems are assumed to use Make-to-Stock 
(MTS) stntegy, in which the manufacturing firms hold inventory in stock for immediate delivery. 
Thus, individual manufacturing units set their Target Inventory (TI) levels well above a weekly 
customer demand (i-e. Order Rate). Turget Inventory (TI) level is, hence, set by the President and 
is simply a multiple of Order Rate (OR) according to the inventory policy adopted korn the Beer 
Distribution Game (Stemm, 1989; Senge 1990). And summation of the difference between TI 
and I ,  and Order Backlog (OB) level at tirne t indicates how many more units should be in the I to 
satisfy the customer demand. The difference between OR and PR determines how many units are 
currentiy in production process (Le. in production pipeline) to satisfy the customer demand and to 
meet the target inventory level (TI). However, it is assumed that management does not respond 
immediately to the full extent of any adjustment required due to these two deficit terms 
(Forrester, 196 1 ). Thus this adjustment term, 
[[(TIt - lt) + OBr + (OR - PR) * dt] 
is multiplied by I k ,  which is a time constant representing the rate at which management, on 
average. reacts. This IB( is similar to a smoothing parameter, alpha (a) of the exponential 
smoothing forecasting method for customer demand. "Larger a values emphasize recent demands 
and result in forecasts more responsive to changes in the underlying average, while smaller a 
values treat past demand more uniformly and result in more stable forecasts" (Krajewski and 
Ritzman, 1992) and the same argument is crue for Ik. 
As the final step, the MAX function is used to prevent Production Rate from taking on negative 
values since PR must always be greater than or equal to zero. The following is the Production 
Rate equation (R. 1): 
PR = MAX(O, [(SR * dt) + (Ik) *{[(TIr - If) + OBf] + (OR - PR) * dt / ] )  (R. 1 ) 
where PR = Production Rate 
It = Inventory 
TII = Target Inventory 
OB, = Order Backlog 
OR = Order Rare 
SR = Shipment Rate 
I / k  = reaction rate 
dt = "delta time" which is the time tnterval between t- I and t 
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Order Rate (OR). Order Rate is determined by the customer demand in each period. There is no 
equation for OR. as the customer order received in each period sets the OR. Order Rate in the 
mode1 is nndomly chosen per penod from a uniformly distributed function. 
Shipment Rate (SR). Shipment Rate at time t is deremined by OR, Ir, and OB,. If the 
rnanufactunng organization has sufficient Inventory (i.e. 1,) to satisQ the unfilled order (i.e. OB,) 
and the current period's customer order (Le. OR), then the manufacturing organization ships the 
amount equal to the surn of OB, and OR, and the shipped amount becomes the current penod's 
sale. But, if the Inventory level is lower than the sum of the two terms and greater than zero. then 
rnanufacturing ships out the total number of units in Inventory to fulfill a part of the unfilled order 
(Le. OB,) andlor current period's customer demand 
Shipment Rate at time t: 
The following equation (R.2) represents the 
$(OB( + ORt SI,) 
$(OB, + OR, > Ir) (R.2) 
Figure 4.6 diagrarns the principal level and rate variables which are common to both models 
within a closed-boundary. The two rectangles represent the system level variables and four valve 
symbols depicts the principal rate variables. The solid arrows represent the matenal fiows into 
and out of levels and the arrows with circles describe the order flows. The cloud symbols 
represent the sources or sinks of flows coming From or going to the outside environment or 
boundary . 
Figure 4.7 is an ithink generated diagram of Figure 4.6. Rectangles represent the level variables 
and either circles alone or circles and rectangIes with vertical lines (caIled "conveyors") together 
represent the rate variables. "Conveyor"' is a conceptual moving sidewalk or conveyo; belt which 
transfee material or products either from level to level, cloud to level, or level to cloud in a 
certain period of time thus, in  order to implement rate variables between two level variables or 




Figure 4.6 The major levels and rates for the mode1 of a basic manufacturing organization 
Shipment Rate Production Rate 
In Transit to Customer lnventory Production Process 
Wwkly Sales to Consumer Weekty Shipping Producing Production Starts 
Order Rate Shipment Rate 
Figure 4.7 ithinka generated diagram of the major levels and rates for the mode1 
of a basic manufacturing organization 
4.5 Basic Manufacturing Organization Models with Management Control Systems 
Basrd on these common level and rate variables of the production hnction, we have constmcted 
two manufacturing organization models, one with the mechanistic management control system 
and another one with the organic management control system. Organizational structure. the delay 
in decisions and actions, and the policies goveming productions and inventories which constitute 
management control systems are implemented differently according to the conceptual mode1 
selected. Panicularly. tirne delays which are one of the major detenninants of behaviour of any 
SD model (Wolstenholme, 1990). detennine the dynamics of each mechanistic and organic 
management control systems. 
4.5.1 Manuacturing Organization Model with the Mechanistic Management Control 
System 
As presented in Section 4.2, the characteristics of the mechanistic management control system 
have been translated into the implernentation mode1 using the ithinka package as follows. 
Marketing and Production processes, as well as their duties within the Management function, are 
distinctively separated. Delays are used in communication between different hnctional areas, for 
example Marketing and Production processes to imply the divisions of labor. Delays are also 
embedded in the various repon bnctions and a decision point -VP Maniifacturing (where 
production decisions are made)- in the mode1 to mimic the actual dynamics of the organization. 
As well. multiple layers of Management imply organizational hierarchy in the model. and report 
functions between Management and Production functions emphasize the vertical communication 
in the model. Production policy (i.e. Target Inventory) and inventory policy (i.e. Ik) are set by 
the President in the Management hinction, and production decisions (Le. Prodrtction Rate) of VP 
Manll/actiwing are transmitted down to the Production function. Figure 4.8 is an ithinka genented 
mode1 diagram of the basic manufactunng organization model with the mechanistic management 
control systern. 
The modrl can be best described by going through an order cycle. the time between the order 
placement to order receipt. When Marketing (i.e. Customer Order Received) receives a Customer 
Order, this sets Order Rate (OR), processes the order, and reports it (i.e. Generate CO Report) to 
the VP Marketing in the Management function with a time delay. Once VP Marketing gets the 
Cttstomer Order Report, he or she then forwards this information to the Production function and 
the VP Maniifacturing. with a time delay. The Production Function reviews Inventory(I) to 
determine if there is sufficient quantity in Inventory(l) to meet the unfilled order (Le. Order 
Backlog: OB) and the current period's customer demand (Le. OR). If the Production function has 
enough in the Inventory, it then ships the arnount demanded (Le. OB + OR which becomes 
Shipment Rate: SR) to the Marketing process. and the Marketing delivers the product (SR) to the 
Customer with a time delay. But, if the lnventory level is Iower than OB+OR and greater than 
zero. then the Production function ships out the total number of units (SR) in Inventory to fulf i l l  a 
part of unfilled order (OB) and/or current period's customer demand (OR). The undelivered 
quantity of order becomes the backlog order (OB) and the Marketing process attempts to meet 
this unfilled custorner order as soon as the product becomes available. 
Meanwhile, VP Manificruring collects various status reports such as Weekly Shipping. Inventoq, 
Order Backlog, and Producing Reports from the Production function (with a time delay) to make 
production decisions (Le. Production Rate: PR) with the customer order infomation (OR); 
however. there are time delays in collecting the reports to make production decisions (PR). These 
delays in report function represent a traditional practice of the mechanistic management control 
system commonly known as "managing by results" (Johnson, 1995) where managers try to 
maintain or alter patterns in organizational activities based on "after-the-fact summaries of 
transactions" (Egol et al., 1995). When al1 the relevant infomation are collected. VP 
Mamrfactirring makes production decisions according to the inventory policy (Le. Target 
Inventoq: TI) and production policy (Le. I / k )  set by the President and sends the production order 
to the Production function. Then the Production hinction produces the amount of a product 
specified and send it to Iwentory. 

4.5.2. Manufacturing Organization Mode1 with the Organic Management Control System 
The characteristics of the organic management control systern descnbed in Section 4.2 have been 
translûted into the implementation model using the ithinka as follows. 
Marketing and Prodtiction processes, as well as duties within the Management function, are not 
clearly separated (Le. tirne delays are not ernbedded in interactions between two process entities 
such as Cmtomer Order Received and Production Decision). The Management function is 
organized in fiat structure, while local decision making is maximized (thus there are no time 
drlays in making decisions). For example. inventory policy (i.e. Target Inventory) and production 
policy (i.e. /fi ) are decided at the Production Decision process entity in the model with the 
customer order information. As well, al1 relevant information to make production decisions 
becorne available to Production Decision process entity without tirne delays which represents 
high interaction among decentralized cornponents. Figure 4.9 is an ithinka genented model 
diagram of the basic manufacturing organization model with the organic management control 
system. 
Once again, the best view of the mode1 is seen through following an order cycle. When the 
Management function (i.e. Cristumer Order Received) receives a Customer Order, which sets 
Order Rate (OR), it immediately forwards this information to the Production function to 
determine if there is sufficient quantity in  the lnventory to meet the customer demand (OR). If the 
Prodtiction function has suficient Inventory, it then ships the amount demanded (i.e. OB t OR 
which becomes Shipment Rate: SR) to the Customer with a tirne delay. But, if the Inventory level 
is lower than OB+OR and greater than zero, then the Production Function ships out the total 
number of units (SR) in the Inventory level. The undelivered quantity of order becomes the 
backlog order (OB) and the Production function attempts to meet this unfilled customer order as 
soon as the product becomes available. MeanwhiIe, the Management function (i.e. Production 
Decision) makes production decisions (PR) with the customer order information (OR) while 
working closely with or working at the production line (Le. the Prodriction function). 
High interaction among decentralized components in the manufacturing system, emphasis on 
local decision making, and horizontal communication without delays allow this manufacturing 
system with the organic management control system to be able to practice something we refer to 
as "managing in real time." "Managing in real time" allows employees and managers to make 
decisions based on curent transactions rather than after-the-fact summaries of transactions. In 
other words, "managing in real time" reduces time delays in information flows between an entity 
which makes a decision and another entity which executes the decision by empowenng one entity 
to perform both tasks of making and executing a decision. 
The specific values of parameters used in the two models are discussed in the subsequent section. 

4.6 Parameters in the Simulation Mode1 
Based on Forrester's original production-distribution mode1 (Forrester, 196 1 ; Steman, 1989: 
Senge, 1990). the major level and flow rate variables of the manufachiring hinction of both 
models have been set with the following values in Table 4.2. 
Level and Rare variables 
Order Rate (OR) 
- - -  - - -  
, Production Rate (PR) - 
Shipment Rate of Inventory (SR) 
Shioment Rate of Order Backioe (SRI 
Table 4.2 Initial values for level and rate variables 
Names in irhinka 
Cusromer Orders 
Inventory Lcvel(0 
Order Backlog Level (OB) 





In Transir ro Cmomer 
4,000 unitdweek , 
4,000 uni tsfwcek 
ln  ventoff 
Order Backlog 
Taraer In  venrorv 
Filled Order 1 4.000 unitdweek 








Presidentfk. m): Source 
Turger-lnventory(TI) 
Weekly-Shipping- Reporr (SR) 
1nvenro~-Report (1) 
Noie: *dp is a global parameter in the mode1 which maniputates time delays in the rnodel. 
*Customer-Order is an extemal process which is a major source of information and initiates an order cycle. 
*Source indicates the origin of information external to the management control system (except the President). 
4 i n k  indicates the destination of information extemal to the management control system. 
Content of information is indicated within parentheses. 






Order-Back10.p-Repon f OBI 
hotr~-rntrrh-ro-corre~-r~a~)i~eek(k) 
VP-Municfacturing ( PR) 
Table 4.3 Parameters of various processes representing mechanistic management control 
Time Delay 
l in wecks) 
Customer-Demand (OR): Source 
Cusromer- Order (OR1 
Customer,Order-Receivcd (OR) 
Generare-CO-Report (O RI 
d a  
VP-Marketing (OR). 
PresÙient(m) : Source 
Order-Backiog (OB): Source 
OrderRaie (OR): Source 
I n  ventory(1): Source 
system 
Producitg (PR): Source 









Customer-Order-Received ( O R) 
Generare-CO-Reporr ( OR) 
- VP-Markring (OR) 
Targer-1nventor-y (TI) 
VP-Manu facruring 
Target-ln venturvf T I )  
VP-Manu facruring (PR) 













VP-Manufacruring f PR) 





1 h e s s  1 Information Input(s) 1 Information Output(s) 1 Time Delay 1 
Producing (PR): Source 
Order-Backlog: Source 
hobv-mucii-ro-correct-a-u~eek (k)  
Pmducricln-Decision (PR) 
From 
Customer-Dcmand (OR): Source 
Cm ramer- Order (OR) 
nia 






hor~-rnuch-ro-cnrrecr~u~)s~eek ( ) 
To 
Cusromer-Order-Received (OR) 
Order-Rate ( OR) 
Producrion-Dechion (PR) 
Producrion-Deci'ion (PR) 
d a  
Inventory (1): Source 
Cusromr-Order-Received (OR) 
Note: *dp is a global parameter in the rnodel which manipulates time delays in the model. 
*Cusromer-Order is an external process which is a major source o f  information and initiates an order cycle. 
*Source indicates the ongin of information externai to the management control system. 
4ink indicates the destination of information external to the management control system. 
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Production-SU- (PR): Sink 
Additionally, two sets of parameters of various processes (Le. circle entities in Figures 4.8 and 
0 -  
O 
d~ 
4.9) which define two management control systems are presented separately in TabIe 4.3 and 4.4. 
These parameters set time delays within each system to simulate the dynamics of each 
management control system. In Appendix 1 and 2 we present detailed ithinka generated rnodel 
documentation for each model respectively. 
4.7 Validation Model 
Since Forrester introduced the production-distribution model in 1961, validation of systems 
dynamics simulation models has been often the subject of close scrutiny (Ansoff and Slevin, 
1968; Legasto and Maciariello, 1980; Forrester and Senge, 1980; Steman, 1984; Barlas, 1989; 
Barlas and Carpenter, 1990). According to Law and Kelton (Ch 5, 1991), model validation "is 
concerned with determining whether the conceptual simulation model is an accurate 
representation of the system under study." Traditionally, mode1 validation is associated with 
furmal, objective. quantitative validation tests such as statistical measures of goodness-of-fit test 
and system dynamics model builders are ofien criticized for their reluctance to use such formal 
measures for model validation (Steman, 1984; Barlas and Carpenter, 1990). 
But. two paradigms exist regarding model validation. The first one is a formal, objective, and 
quantitative approach and the second one is a social, jud,mentaI, and qualitative approach (Barlas 
and Carpenter. 1990). Each paradigni stems from fundamentally different philosophical views of 
the world. The first formai approach assumes that a "valid" model is "an objective and absolute 
representation of the real system" (Barlas and Carpenter. 1990). The valid model has to be very 
close to true representation of the real world or else its usefulness is reduced. Therefore, it is 
critical to have a forma1 way to measure accuracy of the model rather than its practical use. On 
the other hand, the second model validation approach assumes a valid model to be "only one of 
many possible ways of describing a real situation" (Barlas and Carpenter, 1990). The model is 
assumed to be valid as long as the model is proved to be useful to users of the model. Thus it is 
important for a mode1 builder to be able to build confidence in rnodel's usefulness and to transfer 
confidence to people not directly involved in model construction (Forrester and Senge. 1980). 
However. since we do not have actual users of the simulation model, we have asked experts1 in 
the field of manufacturing and management control systems to evaluate and validate the model, 
We subscnbe to the second approach of a model validation for the following reason: We do not 
intend to build an exact representation of a real world manufacniring organization. but 
b'microworids" that are "specially designed to highlight (and make accessible) particular concepts 
and particular ways of thinking" (Resnick, 1994). Since we are trying to expIain the relationship 
between management control systems and performance of rnanufacturing systems, we intend to 
build a generic manufacturing model which modification can be made easily if needed for a 
specific simulation. 
1 Prof. Jewekcs, E. M. in the Department of Management Sciences, Prof. Russell. G.W. in School of 
Accountancy, and Prof. Dilts, D.M. in the Department of Management Sciences, University of Waterloo were 
asked to evaluate the basic manufacturing models. 
Forrester and Senge (1980) summarizes a number of tests that can help SD model builders 
increase confidence on SD models they build (see Table 4.5, Note: The tests in the shaded cells 
are core ones according to Forrester and Senge). Before we asked our experts to validate the 
model, we performed each test with both basic manufactunng organization rnodels and the results 
are summarized in the Appendix 3 and 4. With these two validated models. we built different 
types of extended enterprise models in the following section. 
Dimcnsional Consistency 1 Iseaci~ &t-%ion dimensionaily comisrenr ,vithout the use of paramerer ltaving no 
Tests For Buiiüing Confidence in System Dynamics Models 
Test of model structure 
1 real- world corinrerpart ? 
Test of model behuviuur 






Is the mode1 srnicriire consisrent wirfi relevant descriptive knowled,qe of the sysrrrn ? 
Are the paramerers consistent with relevant descriptive (and nri~nerical. wlren 
available) knowledge of the swem ? 
Does raclr eqriarion make sense even when irs inpitrs ruke on extreme values? 




1 in the real svstem ? 
fretpiencies. and orher characreristics of rhe behavioirr of rhe real swtem? 
Dues rhe mode! generate qualirarivel-v correct parrems of funrre behavior? 
Dues anomulous befiaviorir arise (fan assumprion of rlte mode1 is delered? 
Can rtte mode1 reproduce the behavioiir of orher examples of sysrems in tire sume 
Surprise Behaviour 
cluss as rlie model (e.g. can un urban model generare rlie behaviorir of New York, 
Dallas. Carson C iy .  and Calcrirra d i e n  puramerrised for rach)? 
Dues rite niudel poitrr ru the existence of a previoiislv iinrecogni;ed mode of beitar~iour 
Extremc Policy 
Boundriry Adequacy 
1 real swern? 
Does the mudel behave properly ivhen stibjecred to extreme policies or tesr inprits? 
1s rhe behaviour of the mode1 sensirive ro the addirion or alterution of srriicnire ru 
(Bchaviour) 
Be haviour Scnsitivity 
Statistical Charactcr 
1 Tes& of po licy implicarions 
represenr plausible alternative rheories ? 
Is the beliaviorir of the model sensirive ro plausible variarions in parumerer? 
Does the oilrpur of the mode1 have rlre same sraristical churacrer as rite 'ourpirr' of rire 
System Improvement 
C hanged-Be haviour 
Prediction 
Boundriry Adequacy (Policy) 
Table 4.5. Tests for building confidence in system dynamics models 
1s rtie performance of the real svstem improved rhrotigh rrse of rhe model? 
Does the mode1 correctfy describe the resirlts of a new policy? 
Are rhe policj recommendarions sensitive ro the addition or alferarion of srnicnrrt! ro 
Poliçy Sensitivity 
represenr plmuible alternative rheories ? 
Are the policy recommendations sensitive ro plaiisible variations in parameters? 
Adopted from Forrester and Senge ( 1980) and Stermrin ( 1984) 
4.8 Implementation Models of Extended Manufacturing Organizations 
Based on the three structures of extended enterprise models discussed in Section 2.3 (Figures 2.3. 
2.1, and 2.5) and the basic manufactunng organization framework (Figure 4.1 in Section 4.2). we 
have constmcted the following irnplementation models of extended enterprises using ithink? 
With these three models, a total of 24 implementation models of extended enterprises were 
constructed with different types of interactions of management control systerns. ithinka genented 
mode1 diagrams for 24 extended enterprises mode1 are presented in Appendix 5. 
Note: t: Information Flow 4- : Physical Goods Flow 
Firm 1 Finn 2 
Figure 4.10 An Extended Enterprise performing unpartitionable sequential tasks 
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Note: c-: Information Flow t : Physical Goods Flow 
Figure 4.11 An Extended Enterprise perforrning partitionable sequential tasks 
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Nufe: L: information Flow C : Physicd Goods Flow 
Figure 4.12 An Extended Enterprise performing reciprocal tasks 
However. in order to construct 24 extended enterprise rnodels with two basic manufacturing 
organization models, connecton were created between two individual manufacturing 
organizations within an extended enterprise using the level variable construct (i.e. rectangles in  
itliink" diagram). For the extended enterprise models stmctured to perfonn unpartitionable 
sequential tasks. en route to I (between Firm 1 and Firm 2) and en route to 2 (between Firm 2 and 
Supplier) which represent the connectors were created. Furthemore, for the extended enterprise 
rnodels structured to perform partitionable sequential and reciprocal tasks, en route tu I (between 
Firm 1 and Firm 2), en route ro 3 (between Firm 3 and firm 4), and en route to 2 and 4 (between 
Firm 2 and Firm 4, and Supplier) were constmcted as the connectors. The connectors do not 
represent actual level variables or affect behavior of individual manufacturing organization 
models, but to link two individual manufacturing organization models through two conveyors (Le. 
rectangles with vertical lines in ithinkB diagram), the use of level variable constnict is inevitable. 
Moreover. for extended enterprise models performing reciprocal tasks which are more difficult 
and costly to coordinate (Thompson. 1967), coordination efect process entities were set up 
between two supply chains (i.e. between Finn 1 and Firm 3, and between Firm 2 and Firrn 4 in 
Figure 4.12). Coordination eflecr, which is expressed in tems of additional time delay, represents 
higher costs of reciprocal tasks coordination than either unpartitionable or partitionable sequential 
tasks coordination, and is determined by the following equation: 
[N * (N-  1 )/2] * { I/[TN * (77V- I ) / 2 ] )  * (dp/O. B), N l TN 
where N = a number of partners in reciprocal tasks coordination 
?jy =Total number of manufacruring fim in an Errended Enterprise 
dp = rime de Lay parameter 
As the number of partners (N) working on reciprocal tasks grows. the coordination cost increases 
by N * (N- I ) / 2  (Brooks, 1975). The term N * (N- l)n. is first multiplied by { I / [TN * (TN-I)R]I 
to normalize the result between O and 1. Then the result is again multiplied by (dp/0.25) to 
express the result in terrns of tirne. The denominator 0.25 is used since the two basic 
manufacturing organization models are built with dp of 0.25, and are modified tirne-related terms 
in proportion of 0.25. Therefore, two coordination effecr process entities were set up between 
Firm 1 and Firm 3, and also between Firm 2 and Firm 4 in Figure 4.12 to represent one level of 
coordination effort at the Management function and another IeveI of coordination effort at the 
Production func tion. 
In addition, as the number of working partners (N) increases, the amount of individual partner's 
work decreases by some amount (Brooks, 1975). It is assumed that the amount of work is 
decreased by l/N (where N I TN) and this reduction effect in the amount of work due to 
cooperation is implemented in the extended enterprise models. For example, if a customer order 
rate in week 2 is 4.000 units, an extended enterprise with one supply chain as in Figure 4.10. the 
single supply chain must produce al1 4,000 units on its own. However, the other extended 
enterprise with two supply chains as in Figure 4.1 1 or 4.12, each supply chain produces 2.000 
units to satisfy the customer demand of 4,000 units (i.e.Cusromer Order (OR) is divided by the 
number of supply chains). 
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So far we have discussed constructing implementation models of 24 extended enterprises based 
on two basic manufactunng organization rnodels. However, the implementation rnodels of 
rxtended enterprise have two extemal processes (or entities). that are the Customer and Supplier; 
therefore. before proceeding to the next section. Customer and Supplier entities will be briefly 
descri bed. 
Customer 
Gistumer, which initiates order cycles of an extended enterprise and represents extemal 
environments. is presented as in Figure 4.13. Crisrorner Orders (OR) are determined based on the 
Gisromer Derncrnds over al1 penods and is set at a constant base level (CBL). By using the itliinka 
built-in random number function, fluctuation of Crrsromer Orders (CO) in  each period is 
sirnulatrd using the Random Nrimber Generaror and generating random C~isrornrr Orclers (CO) is 
further discussed in section 4.10, 
I Customer I 
1 Customer Demands Customer Orden 
random number generator 
seed ran # 
Figure 4.13 ithink" generated diagrarn of Customer 
Supplier 
Supplier is assurned to be able to supply any quantity of material demanded by an extended 
enterprise and it takes a fixed 0.25 weeks to deliver the material to the extended enterprise. 
Therefore, potential disturbance or variability coming from Supplier are elirninated in this 
research. Figure 4.14 presents the irhinkm generated diagrarn of Supplier. 
Supplier , 
1 en route to 2 and 4 In Transit to MS2 & MS4 
Note: MS2 and MS4 stands for Manufacturing System (Organization) 2 and 4 
Figure 4.14. ithink" generated diagram of Supplier 
I n T 
4.9 Extended Enterprise Models Validation 
A 
The qualitative veri fication of the model validity of individual 24 implementation models of 
extrnded rnterpnses was performed by answering a part of the set of questions introduced by 
Forrester and Senge ( 1980). Especially, behavior of each model was closely tested with respect to 
behavior reproduction and behavior under extreme conditions. For behavior reproduction test, the 
original Beer Distribution Game scenario was played :O see if the rnodel exhibited any unusual 
behavior. For mode1 behavior test under extreme conditions, each simulation mode1 was run with 
1 ) ri constant customer demand of 4.000 unitdweek over 1,000 weeks and 2) a sudden, one time 
perturbation of customer demand to 500.000 unitslweek from a constant customer demand level 
of 4,000 units/week in fourth week of the simulation over 108 weeks. 
Weekly Sales to MS2 & MS4 Weekly Shipping to MS2 8 MS4 
Al1 24 models passrd the behavior reproduction test and the second case for the extreme 
condition tests. However, some rnodels of extended enterprises, RMMMM, RMOMO, RMMOO, 
RMMMO, SMMMM, SMOMO, SMMOO, and SMMMO exhibited an abnormal behavior in 
their inventory level with the first case of the extreme condition test. With the constant customer 
demand of 4,000 unitslweek, inventory level of each model was expected to be constant at 12,000 
units over 1,000 weeks. since the initial production rate exactly matched the 4,000 units of 
customer demand. However. the extended enterprise models listed above exhibited a sudden. one- 
time disturbance in the inventory level in the middle of its simuIation run over 1,000 weeks. This 
unusual perturbation in inventory IeveI was investigated. 
The problem occurred at the connector between manufacturing units and the supplier with 
extended enterprises structured to perform either partitionable sequential or reciprocal tasks. An 
initial value of a level variable must be set for every level variable entities in ithinka, whether 
they are actual level variables such as inventory or level variables like the connector, and the 
initial value of 1.000 caused the perturbation problem in the models mentioned above. Thus, 
using sensitivity analysis, an initial value of 250 units for the connector between manufacturing 
units and the supplier was determined to solve the perturbation problem in inventory level. Once 
corrections were made in 24 models with this new value for the connector, behavior of models 
under extreme conditions with first scenario as weI1 as the other tests described above were re- 
tested and al1 24 models passed. 
4.10 Summary 
The goal of Chapter 4 was to present implementation models developed for this research. Section 
4.2 described the conceptual model of the basic manufacturing organization. Section 4.3 outlined 
the study methodology. Section 4.4 discussed the basic concepts and structures of system 
dynamics model, and based on the discussion, the Production function of the basic rnanufacturing 
organization model was constructed. Then, Section 4.5 the Management hnction of the basic 
manufacturing organization model was added to the model constructed in the previous section. 
Sections 4.6 described initial parameten used in the model. Section 4.7 discussed the issues of 
systern dynarnics model validation and presented the results of the basic manufacturing models 
validation. Finally, Sections 4.8 to 4.9, the implementation models of extended enterprises were 
constructed using the two basic manufacturing system models and the results of the validation 
tests for the extended enterprise models were presented. 
The next chapter will present the results and analysis of hypotheses testing as well as a posi hoc 
multiple cornparisons using Scheffé test to identifj effective (or ineffective) frameworks of 
management control systems for an extended enterprise operating within a specific combination 
of contingent factors. 
Results and Analjsis 
5.1 Introduction 
In Chapters 3 and 4, we described an experimental design and an experimental setting for this 
research. The experiment setting evolved however, with two expenments performed and analyzed 
prior to designing the final experiment. Furthemore, these two experiments served as additional 
vaiidation steps for the extended enterprise models. This chapter contains five additional sections. 
Sections 5.2 describes dependent variables employed across al1 three experiments and how they 
were measured. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 present experiment settings for first two experiments, results 
and analysis of the hypotheses tests, and changes in expenment settings for the subsequent 
experiment. Section 5.5 summarizes the final experiment setting and presents the results and 
analysis of hypotheses testing, 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was employed for quantitative statistical analyses. Together with 
the ANOVA results, a post hoc multiple cornparisons using Scheffé test was completed to identify 
effective (or ineffective) frameworks of management control systems for an extended enterprise 
operating within a specific combination of contingent factors. Unless otherwise specified. al1 
quantitative statistical analyses were performed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 
(SPSS), version 6.1 for Microsoft Windows. ANOVA tests used a = 0.001 to determine statistical 
significance and Scheffé tests employed a = 0.05. 
5.2 Dependent Variables 
The dependent variables employed across al1 three experiment settings were: (1) the sum of 
inventory holding costs and stockout costs called financial measure (FM), (2) standard deviation 
of order del ivery time (OSTDV), and (3) standard deviation of manufacturing cycle time 
(PSTDV). 
Financial measue (Le. FM), the sum of inventory holding costs and stockout costs in each period 
over total number of periods (i.e. T), was rneasured with the following equation adopted frorn the 
Beer Distribution Game (Sterrnan, 1989): 
where FM = Financial Measure 
4 = Inventory 
OB, = Order Backlog 
N = Total nimber of individ~ial rnancifactriring 
units within an extended enterprise 
T = Total number of periods 
CI = cost of lnventoïy/week 
Cs = cost of Backlog/week 
The other two measures of delivery (i.e. OSTDV) and production process (i.e. PSTRV) were 
rneasured by using an ithinka huilt-in cycle tirne fbnction calied CTSTDDEV. The CTSTDDEV 
function returns the per batch standard deviation in cycle time, since the start of the simulation 
run. associated with time-stamped material rnoving through the flow (High Performance Systerns, 
Inc., 1996). 
When an extended enterprise receives a customer order (Le. OR), the customer order is tirne- 
stamped, and when the shipment for the order is scheduled for delivery, the order delivery cycle 
time for the specific order is terminated (Note: Actual physical shipment of products from an 
rxtrnded enterprise to the customer takes 0.25 weeks. however due to the limitation of itliink? 
this physical delivery time is not included in the order cycle time.). Therefore, the CTSTDDEV 
function for the measure of delivery (OSTDV) retums the standard deviation of order delivery 
cycle times for al1 orders in T. OSTDV was measured in the manufacturing unit working nearest 
the customer in each supply chain. When there were two supply chains in an extended enterprise 
as in Figures 4.1 1 and 4.12 (in Chapter 4), the worse result of the two was taken as the delivery 
measure (OSTDV) of the extended enterprise as the foilowing: 
where OSTDVEx = Measure of Delivery of the Extended Enterprise 
OSTDV, = Memure of Delivery of Suppiy Chain I 
OSTDV? = Meaîure of Delivery of Siippiy Chain 2 
NSC = Number of Supply Chain(s) in an Enended Enterprise 
Similady, the CTSTDDEV function for the manufactunng process variability measure (PSTDV) 
returns the standard deviation of manufacturing cycle times in T. associated with material moving 
through the manufacturing flow between material receipt from the supplier to product shipment to 
the customer. PSTDV was measured in each supply chain and when there were two supply chains 
in an rxtended enterprise as in Figures 4.1 1 and 4.12 (in Chapter 4), again the worse result of the 
two was taken as the production process measure (PSTDV ) of the extended enterprise as the 
following equation. 
MAX(PSTDV,, PSTDV?) if (NSC = 2 )  
PSTDVEx = 
PSTDVNsC if(NSC= I )  
rvhere PSTD VEy = Measure of Production Process of the Extended E~lterprise 
PSTDV, = Measure of Delivery of Sripply Chain I 
PSTDV? = Measure of Delivery of Sripply Chain 2 
NSC = Number of Srirrpply Chain(s) in an Errended Enterprise 
5.3 First Experiment 
The 48 experimental factor settings presented in Section 3.3 (see Table 3.2) were used in this 
experiment. Without knowing the number of data sets of each 48 factor settings required to 
produce the probability that a statistical test would result in statistical significance, we used a 
sample size of 100 for this first exploratory experiment. Power analysis was performed with the 
results of this expenment to calculate statistical power and determine sample size for subsequent 
experiments. The results of the power test is presented in Section 5.3.3. 
Number of factor settings 
Number of replication per factor setting 
Total number of cases 
Total number of periods (T) 
Total number of individuai manufacturing units (IV) 
Customer Demand 
Base Level (CBL) 
Environments (2 levels) 
Stable 
Dy namic 
Delay Parameter (dp) 
Management Cycle Tirne 
Mechanistic 
Organ ic 
Manufacturing cycle Time 
Mechanistic 
Organic 
Rcaction Rate ( I f i )  
Cost of Inventorylweek (CI ) 
54 weeks 
2 o r 4  
-100% to +21O% of base 
- 100% to +600% of base 
0.25 weeks 




Cost of Backloglweek (Cg ) $1 .ûû/week 
Table 5.1 Summary of the first experirnent settings 
Each experiment was performed over a period of 54 simulated weeks using 7 days work week. 
Input variable of each simulation run --customer order in each week- was nndomly generated 
using the irlrinka built-in random number hinction which genentes a uniformly distributed Stream 
of random nurnbers. -100% to +210% fluctuation of customer demand base level (CBL: 4,000 
unitdweek) was assumed to simulate stable environments, whiIe -100% to +600% of CBL was 
assumed to simulate dynamic environments. In addition. the original setting, 0.25 weeks was used 
as the artificial delay parameter (dp), which is a global parameter in the model which manipulates 
time delays in the model, and the reaction rate (Ik), 11 1.5 was employed. Table 5.1 summanzes 
the fint experiment settings. 
Summary results of ANOVA tests for these settings are presented in Table 5.2. 
Dependent Independent 
Vinidbles Variàbles 
ENV x INTER 
Firsr FM 0.000 0.002 0.003 0.082 
Note: *FM stands for financiai measure. 
eOSTDV represents deviation of order delivery tirne. 
*PSTDV represents standard deviation of rnanufacturing cycle time. 
*ENV stands for Environments. 
*INTER represents interactions of management control systems. 
*STRUCT stands for structure. 
*ENV x INTER denotes interactions between ENV and INTER. 
Erperimenc 
Table 5.2 Summary results of ANOVA tests of the first experiment 
5.3.1 Hypotheses Testing 
OSTD V 
PSTDV 
The interactions of three contingent factors were examined using a test for interaction between 
two factors. environments and types of interactions of management control systems (Le. 
Hypothesis IV). A test for an interaction containing types of interactions of management control 
systems and structures of extended enterprises together cannot be processed since both originated 
from a singular matrix. Therefore. extemal environments and types of interactions of management 
control systems were used to test an interaction between these two contingent factors of interest 
within each structure of extended enterprises. When an interaction between the two variables is 
0.000 
0.000 
identified, it means that organizational performance is not simply deterrnined by external 
environments or by interactions of management control systems, but by the particular 
combination of the factor levels of the variables, and supports our Fundamental premises of this 
rcsearch. However if significant interactions are not present, effects on organizational 




Hypothesis IV argued that there would be no significant interaction among environments in which 





systerns in extended enterpnses, and structures of extended enterprises. As Table 5.2 reports, 
hypothesis IV is not rejected for financial dimensions of organizational performance, whereas it is 
rejected with the measures of delivery and production flow. 
Hypothesis 1 argued that different types of environments, which are stable and dynamic, would 
have no effect on the performance of an extended enterprise. The results of ANOVAs indicate 
that hypothesis I is rejected for al1 three dimensions of performance as presented in Table 5.2. In 
other words, the results of experirnents suggest that changes in environmental conditions have 
statistically significant effects on organizational performance of an extended enterprise. 
Hypothesis 11 examined if alternative choices in types of interactions of the mechanistic andor 
organic management control systerns in extended enterprises would not be different in the 
performance of an extended enterprise. As the results presented in Table 5.2 indicate, hypothesis 
II is not rejected for the financial dimension of organizational performance (FM) contrary to the 
prediction. whereas i t  is rejected with the measures of delivery (OSTDV) and production Row 
(PSTDV). 
Hypothesis III argued that different structures of extended enterprises have no effect on the 
performance of an extended enterprise. The hypothesis III test again results in conflicting results 
depending on performance measures (see Table 5.2). Contrary to predictions, the financial 
measure indicates that structures of an extended enterprises have no statistical effect on the 
performance of an extended enterprise, while the measures of delivery and production flow 
suggested that different structures of extended enterprises based on the nature of tasks 
interdependence had an effect on the performance of an extended enterprise. 
Hypothesis IV, and subsequently hypotheses II and III are not rejected for financial dimensions of 
organizational performance contrary to the predictions, thus these results lead into funher 
investigation of the FM and this discussion will be presented in Section 5.3.3. 
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5.3.2 Post Hoc Analyses 
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with p s t  hoc Scheffé multiple cornparison tests was 
employed to identify effective (or ineffective) f'rameworks of management control systems for an 
extended enterprise operating within a particular combination of the contingent factors. The mean 
values of the three mesures of performance on 48 factor settings are presented in Table 5.3. 
Within each cornbination of the three contingent factors, management control system frarneworks 
are separated into groups to show the relative effectiveness of each group of management control 
systems frameworks when statistical signi ficance among frameworks are found (Note: n/a in the 
Group column. denoted by "Grp" in Table 5.3 indicates that no two frarneworks are significantly 
different statistically). Each group is denoted by a letter and the ascending order of alphabet 
represents the relative effectiveness of the groups of management control systern fkmeworks. For 
example. the group "a" always represents the most effective group of Frarneworks and the group 
"b" represents a less effective group than the group "a." the group "c" represents a less effective 
group than the group "b," etc. Apart from statistical significance, a framework which results in 
the best mean value (i.e. the srnaIIest mean value) is bold-faced, while another frarnework which 
results in the worst mean value (i.e. the largest mean value) is italicized. Lastly, a hyphen (Le. "- 
") for an F statistics denotes a zero variance among different frameworks because they al1 result in 
an identical organizational performance. 
As presented in Table 5.3. the measure of costs (FM) favors the organic-then-rnechanistic (OM) 
management control systems framework with extended enterprises stmctured to perforrn the 
unpartitionable sequential tasks. On the other hand, with the partitionable sequential tasks, the 
management control systems framework of al1 organic management conuol systems (i.e. 
S 0 0 0 0 )  resulted in the largest costs (Le. FM) across stable and dynamic environments. 
However, with the reciprocal tasks, no statistical significance was found on the FM among 
different frameworks of management control systems. 

Overall, investigating the mean values of the FM without statistical testing for significance, the 
management control systems frameworks of sequentially organic-then-mechanistic management 
control systems (i.e. 20M, SOMOM, and ROMOM) appeared to result in better organizational 
performance, while the hmeworks of al1 organic management control systems (i.e. 200 ,  
S 0 0 0 0 ,  and R 0 0 0 0 )  appeared to result in poor organizational performance. Fast 
responsiveness of al1 organic management control systems frameworks may cause extended 
enterprises to overreact to changes in customer demand and result in excess inventory. However, 
sequentially organic-then-mechanistic management control systems (Le. 20M, SOMOM, and 
ROMOM) frameworks may prevent the extended enterprise from reacting too fast, because the 
inrfficiency of the mechanistic management control system acts as a dampening mechanism to 
prevent the extended enterprise from reacting to minor changes in inputs. 
The measure of delivery (OSTDV) indicates that al1 mechanistic management control systems 
frameworks (Le. 2MM, SMMMM, and RMMMM) are the least effective across al1 three 
structures of extended enterprises in dynamic environments (see Table 5.3). Also, with the 
unpartitionable sequential tasks in stable environments, the management control systems 
framework with all mechanistic management control systems (i.e. 2MM) is the least effective. No 
statistical signiticance was found on the OSTDV among different frameworks with the 
partitionable sequential and reciprocal tasks. 
In general, investigating the mean values of the OSTDV, the management control systems 
frameworks with the al1 organic management control systems (ix. 200 ,  S 0 0 0 0 ,  and R 0 0 0 0 )  
appeared to result in better organizational performance, while the frameworks of a11 mechanistic 
management control systerns (i.e. 2MM, SMMMM, and RMMMM) resulted in  poor 
organizational performance. Unlike the financial measure, al1 organic management control 
systems frameworks were more effective frameworks since excess inventory iden tified above 
allows extended enterprises to deliver products to the customer without time delays due to 
backlog orders. 
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The measure of the srnoothness of the production flow (PSTDlr) identifies that the management 
control systems frameworks of the al1 mechanistic management control systems (Le. 2MM. 
SMMMM, and RMMMM) to be the least effective framework in stable and dynamic 
environments across al1 three structures of extended enterprises (see Table 5.3). Furthemore, 
investigating the mean values of the PSTDV, the management control systems frameworks of 
sequential 1 y organic-then-mechanistic management control systems (i .e. 2 0 M ,  SOMOM, and 
ROMOM) appeared to result in better organizational performance across al1 three structures of 
extended enterprises in stable and dynamic environments except with the reciprocal tasks in 
stable environments. With the reciprocal tasks in stable environments, the al1 organic 
management control systems framework (R0000)  was more effective. The frameworks of al1 
mechanistic management control systems (Le. 2MM. SMMMM, and RMMMM) result in poor 
organizational performance. 
Additional Scheffé tests were performed to Further explore the results of the hypothesis III test. 
The results of Scheffé tests in Table 5.3 identified effective and ineffective frameworks of 
management control systems for an extended enterprise operating within a particular combination 
of environments and types of interactions of management control systems separateiy in three 
possible structures of extended enterprises (i.e. unpartitionable sequential, partitionable 
sequential, and reciprocal structures). Thus, the Table 5.4 reports the results of Scheffé tests 
which compare the relative effectiveness of three structures of extended enterprises on the 
organizational performance. 
With the financial measure (FM), the unpartitionable sequential structure (UNPSEQ) was more 
effective structure for both stable and dynamic environments. Individual manufactunng units (or 
supply chains), whether they are managed by the mechanistic or organic management control 
system, have the same initial inventory level and production capacity. The partitionable 
sequential (PSEQ) and reciprocal (RECIP) structures with two supply chains initially have more 
inventory in the systems than the unpartitionable sequential structure (UNPSEQ) with one supply 
chain, thus the PSEQ and RECIP with two supply chains are more expensive solutions than the 
UNPSEQ as indicated in Table 5.4 (Note: Even when a sub-experiment was run for 108 weeks, a 
Noie: UNPSEQ sinnds extended enierprises struclured io perfarni for the unpurtitionuble sequeniid iasks 
PSEQ stands for exiended entcrprises sinictured to pcrforrn the partiiionnblc sequential iasks 
RECIP dcnotes for exiendcd çntcrprises siruciured 10 perform ihc reciprocal insks 
Table 5.4. Results of the Scheffé tests for structures of extended enterprises: Firsi 
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similar result was found due to the initial excess inventory of the PSEQ and RECIP). 
Furthemore, it is reasonable to assume that an extended enterpnse with two supply chains would 
be more expensive to operate than an extended enterprise with only one supply chain since the 
extended enterpnse with two supply chains has to manage extra production capacity and to 
coordinate activities of two supply chains. 
Wi th the measure of delivery (OSTDV), again significant differences were found among di fferent 
structures across stable and dynarnic environments. According to Brooks' law (1975), when a 
group of programmers work on complex reciprocal tasks, "adding (more) manpower to a late 
software project makes it later" due to the added burden of communication and coordination 
effort; whereas adding more manpower to partitionable sequential tasks which require little or no 
communication lead to a stronger coverage of the problem. Analytically. this implies that for 
extended enterprises structured to perform reciprocal tasks (Le. RECIP), the involvement of more 
and more supply chains does not necessarily lead to a stronger coverage of the problem due to the 
increased coordination costs (or efforts), while it does for extended enterprises structured to 
perfonn partitionable sequential tasks (Le. PSEQ). Thus, the amount of each supply chain's work 
was decreased by some amount as the nurnber of supply chains increased for extended enterprises 
performing sequential tasks, and significant differences in measure of delivery between the 
UNPSEQ (Le. one supply chain) and PSEQ (i.e. two supply chains) were found as expected. In 
other words, excess capacity of two supply chains compare to one supply chain help the extended 
enterprise reduce the number of stockout, thus enable the extended enterprise with iwo supply 
chains to deliver the products with less delays. Furthemore, significant differences were found 
between the PSEQ and RECIP since the RECIP requires added burden of communication and 
coordination effort comparing to the PSEQ (see Table 5.4). 
With the measure of production process (PSTDV) which measures the smoothness of the 
production flow, again the PSEQ was the most effective structure, while the UNPSEQ was the 
least effective in both stable and dynamic environments (see Table 5.4). The significant 
differences among structures for the PSTDV can be explained with the same arguments made for 
the OSTD V. 
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The results of main Scheffé tests (see Table 5.3) indicated variations of effective and ineffective 
management control systems frameworks across the three different measures. Possible 
explanations for these variations could be that the three performance measures evaluate three 
different dimensions of organizational performance and individual frarneworks of management 
control systems have different impacts on the three dimensions of organizational performance. 
andor there is a mode1 behavior problem that has not been identified. However, with unexpected 
results of hypotheses II, III, and IV tests for the FM, it was deterrnined to pursue the second 
explanation in the following section. 
5.3.3 Discussion 
The FM directly measures the impact of production and inventory policies, since individual 
extended enterprises attempt to minirnize Inventory level while avoiding a backlog of unfillrd 
orders using their production and inventory policies to minirnize the costs (FM). The results of 
hypotheses II, III, and IV tests for FM imply that different combinations of production and 
inventory policies rnay have littlr statistical impact on the FM. Therefore, funher investigation of 
production policies of two basic manufactunng organization models was conducted. However, 
the inventory policy was not further investigated since two basic models share the same inventory 
policy (Le. Target Inventory (TI) levels for both models are same for both rnodels). 
Red1  from the Chapter 4, the following equation represents Production Rate (i.e. the production 
policy ): 
PR = MAX(0, [(SR * dt) + (I/k)*{[(TI, - Ir) + OB,] + (OR - PR) * dt } 1) 
where PR, = Production Rate 
1, = Inventov 
TI, = Target Inventory 
OB, = Order BackLog 
OR = Order Rate 
SR = Shipment Rate 
I / k  = reaction rate 
dt = "delta time" which is the time interval benueen t- I and t 
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Two basic manufacturing models use this equation to determine their production policies with 
one exception. The mechanistic management control system determines weekly Production Rates 
based on "after-the-fact summaries of transactions" (Ego1 et al.. 1995) and sends down the 
decisions to the Production function. Thus the new Production Rate becomes efCective with a 
time delay as discussed in Section 4.5.1. On the other hand, the organic management control 
system calculates weekly Production Rate based on current transactions and executes the decision 
without a time delay as discussed in Section 4.5.2. Therefore, the organic management control 
system inherently reacts faster to any changes in inputs. 
Reaction rate ( / f i )  in the equation (R. 1) is a tirne constant representing the rate at which 
management on average, reacts to make a necessary adjustment on inventory- and pipeline-deficit 
situations. With this experiment setting, the reaction rates for the mechanistic management 
controI system and the organic management control system were set with a same value l f  1 S. This 
rate resulted in optimal performance of the single rnanufacturing unit with the mechanistic 
management control system when we tested the mode1 with the Beer Distribution Game. 
With this reaction rate. which is finely tuned for optimal performances of a manufacturing unit 
with the mechanistic management control system, a manufacturing unit with the organic 
management control system always produces too much, too fast. As a result, the manufacturing 
unit with the organic management controi system produces excess Inventory and this excess 
effectively helps the manufactunng unit avoiding a backlog of unfilled orders. Therefore, the 
measure of costs (FM) identified management control systerns frameworks with al1 organic nodes 
(i.e. 200 ,  S0000, and R0000) as the least effective framework. Whereas, the rneasure of 
delivery (OSTDV) identified this same management control systems framework as the most 
effective one for extended enterprises since the excess Inventory level prevented such extended 
enterprises from having backlog orders. 
Theoretically, the fact that the organic management control system can react faster than the 
mechanistic one was identified before the experiment; however we failed to implement an 
adjustment of the reaction rate of the organic management control system appropriately. 
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Therefore, in order to prevent this biased mode1 behavior, the following changes in the models 
and expriment setting were irnplemented for the subsequent experiment. 
Reach'on Rate for the ûtgunic Management Control Systern 
We have identified that the reaction rate, 1/1.5 was too responsive for the organic management 
control systems. Thus, dynamically changing and less responsive reaction rates for the organic 
management control systems were impiemented, while the reaction rate of 1/1.5 continued to be 
used with the mechanistic management control system. 
The following equation represents the Reaction Rate for the organic management control system: 
ln- = 
Larger Ik values cmphasize recent changes in customer demands and result in production 
decisions more responsive to changes in the underlying average, while smaller I / k  values treat 
past demands more uniformly and result in more stable production decisions. The management 
cycle time of the manufacturing unit with the organic management control system is three times 
fastrr than the one with the mechanistic management control system (Le. 0.25 weeks vs. 0.75 
weeks). Thus, when the inventory-deficit situation (i.e. TI, - I ,) is less than or equal to one third 
of the Customer Order (i.e. OW3), but larger than zero, the organic management control system 
uses the same reaction rate (i.e. 1/1.5) as the mechanistic one. However, when TI, - I , becomes 
larger than OW3, or smaller than or equal to zero, less responsive reaction rates, 1/8 and 1/5 
respectively, are employed to make production decisions. 
When a manufactunng unit receives an irregularly large order in one penod, it usually results in 
TI, - I I  > 0W3 since TI is a multiple of an Customer Order (OR), thus in order to treat p s t  
demands more uniformly as well as in anticipation of getting more typical (i.e. smaller) order 
size, less reactive rate 118 is used. However, when a manufactunng unit gets a srnaller than 
typical order size, it usually results in TI, - I , 5 O (i.e. the actual lnventory level is larger than 
Target Inventory level), thus in order to treat past demands more uniformly, but in anticipation of 
getting larger order. a more reactive rate 1/5 is used. This rate is more responsive than 118, but 
still less reactive than 111 S. The reaction rate is identified as "one of the more cntical parameten 
in determining the system's dynamic performance" (Forrester, 1961), the future replications of 
this study should investigate the relationship between the reaction rate and the behavior of the 
system more extensively. 
Po wer of the Test and Sample Size 
With this first experiment, a sarnple size of 100 was used. However with the results of this 
experiment, power analysis was used to determine a number of data sets of each factor setting 
required to produce the probability that a statistical test would result in statistical significance (Le. 
statistical power). Power analysis was perfonned using Power Analysis and Sample Size (PASS), 
version 6.0 for Microsoft Windows to calculate statistical power and determine sample size (Le. a 
number of expenments). 
The result of power analysis with cx = 0.05 and P = 0.01 indicated that a sample size as small as 
12 would produce a statistically powehl result. However, in order to assure strong power on 
statistical analysis of the experiments, it was determined to use a sample size of 50 in the 
subsequrnt experiments. Marginal costs of performing 50 simulation mns. in terms of tirne, 
compared to 12 were not significant; however collecting 100 were. Therefore, we used a sample 
size of 50. 
Environments 
Although the results of the fint experirnent did not seem to show any problem with the 
fluctuation ranges for two external environments, we determined to use a range which results in 
less fluctuating customer demands for stable environments. With the first experiment. -100% to 
+210% fluctuation of customer dernand base ievel (CBL: 4,000 unitslweek) was assumed to 
simulate stable environments; however in the subsequent experiment, 50% fluctuation of CBL 
was assumed to simulate stable environments, whiIe - 100% to + 600% of CBL was again 
assumed to sirnulate dynamic environments. 
5.4 Second Experiment 
With the changes made in the models and experiment settings, the second set of experiments was 
performed. For each experimental factor setting, 50 cases of expenment results were collected for 
a total of 2.400 cases. Funhermore. each set of 2,400 experiments was replicated with three 
different time delay parameters in order to examine the effect of varying management cycle time 
(tirne from order receipt to production order) of the management function. while fixing 
manufacturing cycle time (time from material receipt to product shipment) of the production 
function. 
According to Hill (1994), it is often manufacturing infnstructure -ais0 termed as the nonprocess 
aspects of manufacturing and software- that varies tremendously between companies and 
determines the success or failure of a manufacturing organization, nther than the choice of 
manufacturing processes and technologies, also termed as hardware. Hill (1994) argues that the 
manufacturing organizations in similar industries and market have access to the similar 
manufacturing processes and technologies. Therefore, the effect of varying management cycle 
time of the management function (which represents "software"), while fixing manufacturing cycle 
time of the production function (which represents "hardware") is examined. Hereafter these three 
sets of 2,400 experiments are referred to as the Optimistic, Basic. and Pessimistic models. 
The delay parameter (dp) was set to be 0.0275, 0.25, and 0.294 weeks for the Optimistic. Basic, 
and Pessimistic models respectively. According to Bookbinder and Dilts (1989), a survey by La 
Londe and Zinszer (1976) indicated that the average total order cycle time, the time between the 
order placement to order receipt to be 10.3 days. But more recent litenture revealed that the 
leaders in rnany industries have been trying to push the order cycle time down to under 24 hours 
(FourGen Software 1996; Silver Brook System 1996). Therefore, the order cycle of the 
manufacturing enti ty with the mechanistic management control system in the Pessimistic mode1 
was set to be 10.3 days according to the survey by La Londe and Zinszer (1976), while the one in 
the Optimistic model was set to be under 24 hours. The order cycle of the rnanufacturing entity 
with the mechanistic management control system in the Basic model was set with the initial delay 
parameter (dp) value of 0.25 weeks, and thus resul ted in 8.75 days of the order cycle in the second 
experiment. 
However, the original DT (Delta Time) setting employed to develop the basic single 
manufactunng organization models was set to be 0.25 weekl, and DT of 0.25 week prevented 
manufacturing cycle time from modification unless a unit of 0.25 increment or decrement in the 
artificial delay parameter (dp) was made. DT is the interval of time between calculations and the 
model re-calculates its numerical values once every 114 of a week. This resulted in the 
manufacturing cycle time of the three models to be constant. while the management cycle time of 
the management function to be varied in proportion to the artificial delay parameter (Le. dp). 
Therefore, these three settings allow us to examine the effect of varying management cycle time 
of the management function, while fixing manufacturing cycle time. The Optimistic, Basic, and 
Pessimistic models of the manufacturing unit with the organic management control system were 
arranged using the sarne delay parameter (dp) variables used in each respective case of the 
mechanistic ones. Table 5.5 summarizes three (revised) order cycles. 
Each experiment was again performed over a period of 54 simulated weeks. The input variable of 
each simulation run --customer order in each week-- was nndomly generated. Table 5.6 
summarizes the second experiment settings. 
1 . DT of 0.25 week was recommended in ithink@~echnical Documentation (High Petformance Systems. Inc. 
1996). 
deiay parametefldp): dehy parame ter(dp): 
Note: *MgmtCT stands for management cycle tirne 
*M fgCT stands for manu facturing cycle tirne. 
*0CT stands for order cycle tirne. 
e 7  working days a week. 
*Delay parameter manipulates the order cycle of individual rnanufacturing unit. 
Table 5.5 Three sets of order cycle time for the second experiment 
Number of factor scttings 
Number of replications per 
factor setting 
Total number of cases 
Total number of pends (T )  
TotaI nurnber of individual 
mrinufactunng units (N )  
Customer Demmd 
Base Level (CBL) 
Environments (2 levels) 
Stable 
Dynarnic 
Delay Panmeter (dp) 
Management Cycle Time 
Mechanistic 
Organ i c 
Manufacturing Cycle Time 
Mechanistic 
Organic 
Reaction Rate (14) 
Mechanistic 
Organic 
Cost of Inventorylweek (CI ) 






-50% to +50% of base 











-50% to +50% of base 











-50% to +50% of base 







118, ifTI, - I , > O W 3  
111.5, if0 <TI, - I ,<  OR13 
115. i f  TI, - I r  < O  
Table 5.6. Summary of the second experiment settings 
5.4.1 Hypotheses Testing 
Four hypotheses presented in Chapter Three were tested in this section with the three sets of 
2,400 experiment results and the dependent variables described in Section 5.2. Table 5.7 
summarizes the results of hypotheses tests. 
Table 5.7 









*FM stands for financial measure. 
*OSTDV represents deviation of order delivery time. 
*PSTDV represents standard deviation of manufacturing cycle time. 
*ENV stands ror environments. 
*INTER represents interactions of management control systems. 
*STRUCT stands for structure. 
*ENV x INTER denotes interactions between ENV and INTER. 
Surnmary results of ANOVA tests of the second experirnent 











investigates the effect of interactions of the three contingent factors on 
organizational performance resulted in the expected findings that particular combinations of the 
three factors have significantly different impacts on organizational performance for all three 
dimensions of performance across al1 three models. 
Independent 
V&les 
Hypothesis 1 which examines the effect of different types of environments on organizational 
performance was rejected for al1 three dimensions of performance across three models as the 
results of ANOVAs presented in Table 5.7. In other words, the results of experiments suggest that 
changes in environmental conditions have statistically significant effects on organizational 













































contingent factor on organizational performance using hypotheses iI and LU tests resulted in 
conflicting outcornes depending on the mode1 and the performance measure used. 
As the results presented in Table 5.7 indicate, hypothesis II was not rejected for the financial 
measure (FM) with the Optimistic mode1 contrary to the prediction, whereas it was rejected with 
the measures of delivery (OSTDV) and production flow (PSTDV). However with the Basic and 
Pessimistic models, the hypothesis II was rejected for al1 three performance measures. 
Hypothesis III which examines the effect of different structures of extended enterprises on 
organizational performance was rejected for al1 three dimensions of performance measure with 
the Optimistic model. However, it was not rejected for the financial measure (FM) with the Basic 
and Pessimistic models, but rejected for the measures of delivery (OSTDV) and production fiow 
(PSTDV). 
The msults of the four hypotheses tests partially support Our fundamental prernisrs of this 
research that not only each contingent factor, but also the interaction among ail three contingent 
factors has effect on organizational performance of an extended enterprise depending on the 
performance measure used. Therefore, further invexigation of the interaction of these three 
contingent factors across the three models was pursued in the following section. 
5.4.2 fost Hoc Analyses 
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with p m  hoc Scheffé multiple cornparison tests was 
employed to identiQ effective or ineffective frarneworks of management control systems for an 
extended enterprise operating within a particular combination of the contingent factors across the 
three models. Each model will be tested individually and the results of the Scheffé tests for the 
Optimistic model is discussed first. 
5.4.2.1 Optimistic Model 
The Optimistic model is described as a manufacturing organization where the management cycle 
time is significantly faster than the manufacturing cycle time. For manufacturing units with the 
mechanistic management control system, the management cycle time is 0.0825 weeks and the 
manufactunng cycle tirne is 0.50 weeks. On the other hand, for manufactunng units with the 
organic management control system, the management cycle time is 0.0275 weeks and the 
manufacturing cycle time is 0.50 weeks. Table 5.8 summarizes the results of the Scheffé tests of 
the Optimistic model. 
As presented in Table 5.8, the financial measure (FM) indicates that the al1 mechanistic 
management control systems framework (i.e. 2MM) to be the least effective framework with 
extrnded enterprises structured to perform the unpartitionable sequential tasks in both stable and 
dynamic environrnents. While there are no statistical differences among the other frameworks 
(i.e. 200 ,  20M, and 2MO), the al1 organic management control systems framework (i.e. 2 0 0 )  
appear to result in better organizational performance. Interestingly, while the ANOVA test 
exhibits significant differences at a = 0.0001 among different management control systems 
frameworks with the partitionable sequential tasks in stable environments for the FM, the Scheffé 
tests indicate that a11 pairs of means are not significantly different frorn each others at a = 0.05. 
Whereas, wi th ex tended enterprises stmctured to perform the partitionable sequential tasks in 
dynamic environments, no statistical significance is found for the FM among different 
frameworks of management control systems. Furthemore, with extended enterprises stmctured to 
perform the reciprocal tasks, the management control systems framework of al1 rnechanistic 
management control systems (i.e. RMMMM) is the least effective framework across stable and 
dynamic environments. 
Overall, investigating the mean values of the FM, the management control systems frarneworks of 
ali rnechanistic management control systems frameworks (i.e. 2MM, SMMMM, and RMMMM) 
appear to result in poor organizational performance. While 2 0 0 ,  SOOOM, and ROOOO in stable 
environments and 2 0 0 ,  SOOOM, and ROMOM are more effective frameworks. Although there 

are some variations, management control systems frameworks with organic management control 
systems organized near the customer perform better with the modified reaction rates ( I k )  for the 
organic management control systems. Unlike the results of the fint experiment, the modified 
reaction rates of the organic management control systems prevent the extended enterprise frorn 
producing products too much, too fast. 
The measure of delivery (OSTDV) does not show significant differences among different 
frarneworks of management control systems wi th al1 three structures of extended enterprises in 
both stable and dynamic environments. In fact, in stable environments, the results indicates that 
al1 frameworks of management control systems can help an extended enterprise satisQ customer 
order without having any backlog orders. While the differences among the OSTDVs in dynamic 
environments are small, no statistical difference is found. 
On the other hand. the measure of production process or the smoothness of the production flow 
(PSTDV) identifies that the management control systems framework of al1 mechanistic 
management control systems to be the least effective in stable and dynamic environments with the 
unpartitionable sequential tasks (see Table 5.8). Interestingly, with partitionable sequential tasks 
in stable environments, the al1 mechanistic management control systems framework (i.e. 
SMMMM) is the most effective, while the al1 organic management control systems framework 
(i .e. S 0 0 0 0 )  is the Ieast effective. 
Investigating the FM, OSTDV, and PSTDV of both SMMMM and SOOOO in stable environments 
revealed that higher variability of SOOOO in production process helped the extended enterprise 
to keep its inventory level lower ihan the SMMMM, thus resulted in better FM for S 0 0 0 0 .  
Since both frameworks did not have backlog orders (i.e. OSTDV of both frameworks were zero) 
in stable environments, the FMs directly measured the inventory leveIs of extended enterprises. 
Therefore, the framework with more responsive organic management control systems (Le. 
S 0 0 0 0 )  varied production flows as the customer order demands (Le. OR) changed even in small 
amounts, whi le the framework wi th less responsive mechanistic management control systems ( i  .e. 
SMMMM) kept its production flow relatively smooth and constant regardless of small changes in 
customer demands, thus resulted in excess inventory leve1s. However as environments become 
dynamic, the more responsive SOOOO helps extended enterprises to keep its production flow 
relative1 y smoother than the less responsive and slower SMMMM. 
Furthemore, comparing the PSTDVs of 2MM, 200 ,  SMMMM, and SOOOO in stable 
environments identifted that a supply chain with al1 mechanistic management control systems can 
keep production fiow smoother than the ones with al1 organic management control systems only 
when the fluctuation coming From the customer is very small (in other words, when the external 
environments are very stable). Individual supply chains in extended enterprises structured to 
perform partitionable sequential tasks (PSEQ) inherently face less fluctuating extemal 
environments than a single supp1y chain in extended enterprises structured to perform 
unpartitionable sequential tasks (UNPSEQ) under an identical situation. For example, if the 
customer demand suddenly leaps to 8,000 frorn 4,000 units, one supply chain in UNPSEQ has to 
manage the entire 4,000 increase in demand, however two supply chains in PSEQ manage 2,000 
increase in demand individually thus each supply chain confronts a smaller fluctuation. Therefore, 
although the 2MM appears to be less effective than the 2 0 0  for the PSTDV in stable 
environments, the SMMMM appears to be a more effective framework than the SOOOO in stable 
environments. However as the environments become dynamic, al1 organic management control 
systems frameworks (Le. 2 0 0 ,  S 0 0 0 0 ,  R 0 0 0 0 )  appear to be more effective. 
This finding is also supported by the results of PSTDV in the first expenment. Recall that -100% 
to +210% fluctuation of customer demand base level (CBL: 4,000 units/week) was used to 
simulate stable environments in the first experiment, whereas -50% to +50% fluctuation of 
customer demand base Ievel was used to simulate stable environments in this experiment. 
Therefore, less stable environments of the first experiment resulted in the SOOOO to be more 
effective framework than the SMMMM for the PSTDVeven in stable environments with the first 
experiment. 
Similarly, with extended enterprises structured to perfarm the reciprocal tasks, al1 organic 
management control systems framework (Le. R 0 0 0 0 )  was the least effective management 
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control systems framework for the PSTDV in stable environments, while al1 mechanistic 
management control systems framework (i.e. RMMMM) was the least effective one in dynamic 
environments. 
5.4.2.2 Basic Mode1 
The manufacturing and management cycle tirnes of the Basic model are set with the initial clp 
value of 0.25. For manufacturing units with the mechanistic management control system, the 
management cycle time is 0.75 weeks and the manufacturing cycle time is 0.50 weeks. On the 
other hand, for manufacturing units with the organic management control system, the 
management cycle time is 0.25 weeks and the manufacturing cycle time is 0.50 weeks. Table 5.9 
summarizes the results of the Scheffé tests for the Basic model. 
The financial measure indicates that al1 mechanistic management control systerns frameworks 
(i.e. 2MM, SMMMM, and RMMMM) to be the least effective frameworks across al1 three 
structures of extended enterprises in both stable and dynamic environments (see Table 5.9). FM 
aIso identifies groups of management control systems frameworks to be statistically effective 
frameworks across al1 three structures of extended enterprises in stable and dynamic 
environrnents; although the difference is not statistically significant, al1 organic management 
control systems frameworks (i.e. 200,  S 0 0 0 0 ,  and R0000) appeared to be more effective 
within each structure of extended enterprises in stable environments, whereas, 200 ,  SOMOM 
and ROOOO are appeared to be more effective in dynamic environments. 
The rneasure of delivery (OSTDV) again does not show any significant differences among 
different frameworks of management control systems with al1 three structures of extended 
enterprises in both stable and dynarnic environments. 
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Table 5.9. Resul ts of the Scheffb tests for the Basic Model: Second Experinient 
The rneasure of smoothness of production flow (PSTDV) indicates that al1 mechanistic 
management control systems Frameworks (Le. 2MM) to be the least effective with the 
unpartitionable sequential tasks in stable and dynamic environments (see Table 5.9). 2 0 0  and 
20M are effective management control systems frameworks to keep production flow smooth in 
both stable and dynamic environments. The difference is not statistically significant between 2 0 0  
and 20M, but the 2 0 0  results in lower variability in production flow in stable environments, 
while 20M keeps its production flow the smoothest in dynamic environments. 
The PSTDV identifies al1 organic management control systems framework (Le. S 0 0 0 0 )  to be 
less effective to keep production flow smooth in stable environments, while al1 mechanistic 
management control systems (i.e. SMMMM) to be less effective fiamework in dynamic 
environments. As discussed with the Optimistic model in Section 5.4.2.1, the frameworks with al1 
mechanistic management control systems help an extended enterprise keep its production flow 
smoother than the frameworks with al1 organic management control systems when customer order 
fluctuation is very small. However, with the reciprocal tasks, al1 mechanistic management control 
systems framework (i.e. RMMMM) is less effective for the PSTDV even in stable environments 
(as well as in dynamic environments). Unlike the result of the Optimistic rnodel (i.e. RMMMM is 
still idenrified as more effective than the ROOOO for the PSTDV), slower management cycle 
times of the Basic model than the ones in the Optimistic rnodel plus extra coordination costs in 
terms of time narrowed the range where the RMMMM to effectively control the production flow 
smoother than the R 0 0 0 0 .  
5.4.2.3 Pessimistic Mode1 
For manufacturing units in the Pessimistic model with the mechanistic management control 
system, the management cycle time is 0.882 weeks and the manufacturing cycle time is 0.50 
weeks. On the other hand, for manufacturing units with the organic management control system, 
the management cycle time is 0.294 weeks and the manufacniring cycle time is 0.50 weeks. Table 
5-10 summarizes the results of the Scheffé tests for the Pessimistic model. 

The financial measure indicates that al1 mechanistic management control systems frameworks to 
be the least effective frameworks with al1 three structures of extended enterprises in both stable 
and dynamic environments (see Table 5.10). FM also identifies a group of management control 
systems frameworks to be statistically effective frameworks within each of three structures of 
extended enterprises in stable and dynamic environments. 
The measure of delivery (OSTDV) does not show any significant differences among difTerent 
frameworks of management control systems across al1 three structures of extended enterprises in 
both stable and dynamic environments. 
PSTDV indicates that a11 mechanistic management control systems frameworks (i.e. 2MM) to be 
the least effective framework with extended enterprises structured to perform the unpartitionable 
sequential <asks in stable and dynamic environments. While 2 0 0  and 2 0 M  are effective 
management control systems frameworks to keep production flow smooth in both stable and 
dynarnic environments. Furthemore, PSTDV identifies al1 organic management control systems 
frarnework (Le. S0000) to be a less effective fiamework to keep production flow srnooth in 
stable environments. while the framework with al1 mechanistic management control systems (Le. 
SMMMM) is less effective framework in dynamic environrnents. In fact. in dynarnic 
environrnents, as long as there is no one supply chain stmctured with al1 mechanistic management 
control systems, management control systems frameworks such as S0000, SOOOM, SOOMO, 
SMOOM, and SMOMO are effective frameworks. This pattern is also found with extended 
enterprises structured to perform the reciprocal tasks in both stable and dynamic environments. 
Additional Scheffé tests were cornpleted to fwther explore the results of the hypothesis LII test. 
The results of main Scheffé tests in Tables 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10 identified effective and ineffective 
frameworks of management control systems for an extended enterprise operating within a 
panicular combination of environments and types of interactions of management control systems 
separately in three possible structures of extended enterprises (i.e. unpartitionable sequential, 
partitionable 
ô o c  
sequential, and reciprocal structures) in each model. Thus, the Table 5.1 1 reports the results of 
Scheffé tests which compare the relative effectiveness of three structures of extended enterprises 
on the organizational performance in each model. 
With the financial measure, the structure of extended enterprises was identified to have impact on 
the organizational performance and the unpartitionable sequential structure (UNPSEQ) is a more 
effective structure for both stable and dynamic environments across al1 three models as discussed 
in Section 5.3.2. 
OSTDV did not show significant differences among different frameworks across al1 three 
structures in stable environments. In fact, in stable environments, the results indicate that all three 
txtended enterprise structures can help an extended enterprise satisS custorner order without 
having backlog orders. However with a11 three models in dynamic environments, significant 
differences were found among different structures and the PSEQ was identified as the most 
effective structure, while the UNPSEQ was identified as the least effective as discussed in Section 
5.3.2, 
With the measure of production process (PSTDV), the partitionable sequential structure (PSEQ) is 
the most effective structure, while the least effective one is the unpartitionable sequential 
structure (UNPSEQ) in the dynamic environment. However in the stable environment. the 
UNPSEQ is the most effective structure, contrary to the prediction. In fact, we failed to find a 
logical explanation for this result for the PSIZ)V. However comparing the results of the additional 
Scheffé tests for the PSTDV of the first expenment with this result revealed that the UNPSEQ 
appears to result in better organizational performance for both FM and PSTDV when external 
environment is very stable. The less stable environment of the first experiment resulted in the 
UNPSEQ to be less effective structure than the other structures for the PSTDV even in the stable 
environment with the first experiment. In fact, this result suggests that when the external 
environment is very stable, there is no competitive advantage to have involved more supply 
chahs in performing tasks. 
5.4.3 Discussion 
Investigating the three models has led us to conduct one-way ANOVA tests to see if the 
Optimistic, Basic, and Pessirnistic rnodels had significantly different impacts on the three 
performance measures. Sincc we implemented varying management cycle time while fixing 
rnanufacturing cycle time with these three rnodels, we expected to find significant differences in 
organizational performance as suggested by Hill (1994). However, as the results presented in 
Table 5.12 indicate that almost tenfold improvement in management cycle time from the 
Pessimistic to the Optimistic models did not make a significant difference for the financial 
measure (FM) with unpartitionable sequential tasks (UNPSEQ) in stable and dynamic 
environments, as well as with reciprocal tasks (RECP) in dynamic environments. In addition, the 
OSTDV and the PSTDV with unpartitionable sequential tasks in dynamic environments, and the 
PSTDV with partitionable sequential tasks did not show significant differences in performance in 
dynamic environrnents. Therefore, the reaction rate (Ik) which was identified as the major 
determinant of model behavior is put under scrutiny in the next section. 
Optimistic/Basic/Pessimistic Models 
(PSEQ) 
Rcciprocal Tas ks 
















With the fint experiment, the reaction rate (Ih) relative to the management cycle time was 



























modification for the rate for the organic management control system. However, when we set up 
the three models (Le. the Optimistic, Basic, and Pessimistic models) for testing effects of varying 
management cycle time while fixing manufacturing cycle time, we failed to implement an 
appropriate adjustment for reaction rates in each model. 
The reaction rates were set for an acceptable behavior of manufacturing organizations in the 
Basic model with respect to the management cycle times. In the Optimistic model, the 
management cycle time of both the mechanistic and organic management control systems were 
improved; however, the reaction rates for both did not refiect the changes in the management 
cycle time (Le. needed less responsive reaction rates since management can react faster). On the 
contrary in the Pessimistic model, the management cycle time of both the mechanistic and 
organic management control systems were slowed down; however, the reaction rates for both 
again did not reflect the changes in the management cycle time (Le. needed more responsive 
reaction rates since management reacts slower). Therefore, in order to correct this fixed reaction 
rate relative to varying management cycle time in different models, the following changes in the 
models were irnplemented for this experiment. 
Reaction Rate vs. Management Cycle T h e  
Since the management cycle time was rnanipulated by the delay parameter (i.e. dp) ,  i t  was 
determined to find a relationship between an independent variable dp and a dependent variable k. 
Assuming that there is a negative linear relationship between d p  and k, a k value of 1.5 when dp = 
0.2SIweeks is already detemined from the basic manufacturing units with the mechanistic 
management control system. Furthemore, it is assumed that k is 2.5 for the manufacturing with 
mechanistic management control system when dp = 0.0275/weeks (whicb is the dp for the 
Optimistic model.). Using these two sets of k and dp, an y-intercept = 2.62 and a dope = - 
U0.2225 are determined on a x-y plane where the x-axis represents d p  and the y-axis represents k 
(see Figure 5.1). From this, we can extrapolate a k value for any dp. A k value is 1.3 for the 
manufacturi ng wi th mechanistic management control system when dp = 0.294lweeks in the 
Pessimistic model. The following equation is used to determine k.,. 
Figure 5.1 The relationship between dp and k 
The terrn (k,,M A.5) is rnultiplied by the intermediate result of 12.62-(dp/i.2225)] to determine 
k,,,, in proportion of 1.5 and with respect to the fixed A;w values which were detennined for the 
mechanistic and organic management control systems for the second experiment. Therefore, the 
following Table 5.13 sumrnarizes the new reaction rates. 
Note: Middle ~ o d e l *  instend o f  the Basic mode1 is tested in the final experiment. 
Table 5.13 Summary of the new reaction rates (Ik) 
Mechanistic 
if TI, -I, > ORB 
Organic if CkTi, -Ir I OR13 
if TIA. 1 0 
Coordination Effect 
For extended enterprises performing reciprocal tasks, coordination effect process entities were set 
up between two supply chains. Coordinarion effect, which is expressed in terms of additional tirne 
delay, represents higher costs of reciprocal tasks coordination than either unpartitionable or 
partitionable sequential tasks coordination. Previously, we used a fixed coordination effect in 
terms of time which was detennined with dp of 0.25 across the Optimistic, Basic, and Pessimistic 

























dp) within a rnanufacturing unit is improved, the coordination effect in terms of time between two 
manufacturing units would also be improved. Therefore, we irnplemented a varying coordination 
effect according to changes in the management cycle time across three different models with 
distinct management cycle times. 
It is assumed that there is a positive relationship between the management cycle time and the 
coordination eflect, thus the coordination eflect in terms of time is multiplied by dp/0.25 to 
determine new coordination effect. The following equation was used to reflect varying 
coordination eflect with respect to the management cycle time. 
[ N  * (N- l)n] * { //[IN * (TN- /)RI} * (dp/O-25). 
where N = a number of partners in reciprocal tasks coordination 
TN =Total number of manufacturing fim in an Ektended Enterprise 
dp = tirne delay parameter 
Middle Model instead of the Basic Model 
Instead of testing the Basic model, the Middle mode was tested in the subsequent experiment. 
S ince the management cycle tirne of the Basic model is not much different from the management 
cycle time of the Pessimistic model. we created a model in which the management cycle time is 
in between the ones of the Optimistic and Pessimistic models. Therefore, the dp of 0.147 weeks 
was used to set up the Middle model for the subsequent expenment. 
The Experiment 
With the modification made in the models and expenment settings, the final set of experiments 
was perforrned. For each of the 48 experimenial factor settings, 50 cases of expenment results 
were collected for a total of 2,400 cases of expenment. Furthemore, each set of 2,400 
experiments was replicated with three different time delay parameters in order to examine the 
effect of varying management cycle time of the management function, while fixing manufacturing 
cycle time of the production function. These three sets of 2,400 expenments are referred to as the 
Optimistic, Middle, and Pessimistic models. 
The delay parameter (dp) was set to be 0.0275, 0.147, and 0.294 weeks for the Optimistic. 
Middle, and Pessimistic models respectively. Therefore, the Pessimistic mode1 for the 
manufacturing unit with the mechanistic management control system was set according to the 
survey by La Londe and Zinszer ( 1976). and the order cycle of the manufacturing entity with the 
mechanistic management control system in the Optimistic mode1 was set to be under 24 hours. 
The order cycle of the manufacturing entity with the mechanistic management control system in 
the Middle mode1 was set to be between one and 10.3 days. 
However. the original DT (Delta Time) setting of 0.25 weeks resulted in the manufacturing cycle 
time of the three models to be constant, while the management cycle time of the management 
function varird in proportion to the delay parameter (dp). Therefore, cornparison of the results of 
these three models allow us to examine the effect of varying management cycle time of the 
management hnction, while fixing manufacturing cycle tirne. The Optimistic. Middle. and 
Pessimistic models of the manufacturing unit with the organic management control system were 
arnnged using the same delay parameter (dp) variables used in each respective case of the 
mechanistic ones. Table 5.14 summarizes three (revised) order cycle. 
Optimistic Mode1 Middle Mode1 Pessimistic Mode1 1 artiiiBaJ delay (dp): 1 artifieiai delay (dp): 1 artifhial delay (dp): 
1 1 T o u  OCT 1 3.693 days (0.5275 week)T 4.529 days (0.647 weeki) ~ 5 5 8  days (0.794 weeki) 1 
Mechanistic 
Oreanic 
Note: *MgrntCT stands for management cycle time and MfgCî stands for manufacturÏng cycle time. 
*OCT stands for order cycle time. 
07 working days a week. 
*Delay is a parameter variable which manipulates the order cycle of individual manufacturing unit. 





3.5 days (0.5 weeks) 
4078 days (05825 weeks) 
0.1925 day (0.0275 weeks) 
3.5 davs (0.5 weeks) 
3.5 days (0.5 weeks) 
6.587 days (0.!441 weeks) 
t .O29 day (0.147 weeks) 
3.5 davs (0.5 weeks) 
3.5 days (0.5 weeks) 
9.674 days (1382 weeki) . 
2.05 days (0.294 weeks) , 
3.5 davs (0.5 weeks) 
- - - - -  - 
Numbcr of factor settings 
Number of replications per 
factor setting 
Total number of cases 
Total number of periods (T )  
Total number of individual 
rnrtnufacturing units (A9 
Custorncr Dcrnruid 
Base Level (CBL) 
Environrnents (2 levels) 
Stable 
Dynarnic 
Delay Panmeter (dp) 
Management Cycle Time 
Mechanistic 
Organic 
Manufacturing Cycle Time 
Mechanistic 
Organic 
Reaction Rate ( lA) 
Mcchanistic 
Orgmic 
Cost of Inventorylwcek (CI ) 
Cost of Backloglweek (CR )
-50% to +50% of base 







1113.3. if TI, -1, > OR# 
112.5. if OcTi, -1,s ORn 




2 o r4  
-50% to +50% of base 
- 100% to +6ûO% of base 
O. 147 weeks 
- 
the final 










-50% to +50% of base 







116.9. if TI, -1, >OR13 
11 1.3, if O<TI,-1, <OR/. 
114.3. ifTl,-1, 5 0  
settings 
Each experiment was again performed over a penod of 54 simulated weeks. -50% to +50% 
fluctuation of customer demand base level (CBL: 4,000 unitdweek) was assumed to simulate 
stable environments, while -100% to +6ûû% fluctuation of CBL was assumed to simulate 
dynamic environments in this experiment. In addition, the reaction rates (Ut) are modified as 
discussed. Table 5.15 summarizes the final experiment settings. 
5.5.1 Hypotheses Testing 
Table 5.16 summarizes the results of the ANOVA hypotheses tests. 
Note: *FM stands for financial measure. 
*OSTDV represents deviation of order delivery time. 
*PSTDV represents standard deviation of manufacturing cycle time. 
*ENV stands for Environments. 
*INTER represents interactions of management conuol systems. 
*STRUCT stands for structure. 








Table 5.16 Summary Results of ANOVA Tests of the final experiment 
Hypothesis IV argued that there would be no significant interaction. As Table 5.16 reports. 
hypothesis IV was rejected for al1 three dimensions of performance measures across al1 three 
rnodels. In other words, the particular combination of the factor levels of the al1 three factors does 












Hypothesis 1 argued that different types of environments, which are stable and dynamic, would 
have no effect on the performance of an extended enterprise. The results of ANOVAs indicate 
that Hypothesis 1 was rejected for al1 three dimensions of performance measures across al1 three 
models as presented in Table 5.16. In other words, the results of experiments suggest that changes 
in environmenial conditions have statistically significant effects on organizational performance of 
an extended enterprise. 
Hypothesis II examined if alternative choices in types of interactions of the mechanistic andfor 




















































the performance of an extended enterprise. As the results presented in Table 5.16 indicate, 
hypothesis II was rejected as well for al1 three dimensions of performance measures across al1 
three models as expected. These results imply very different organizational performance impacts 
of the different types of interactions of the mechanistic and/or organic management control 
systems on extended enterprises. 
Hypothesis III argued that different structures of extended enterprises would have no effect on the 
performance of an extended enterprise. The results of the hypothesis iII test indicated that 
conflicting results depending on performance measures across three modeis. Contrary to 
predic tions. the production process measure (PSTD V) indicated that structures of an extended 
enterprises had no  effect on the performance of an extended enterprise in the Optimistic and 
Middle models. while the financial measure (FM) of the Pessimistic model suggested that no 
effects of structures on the performance of an extended enterprise. 
However. the overall results of these four hypotheses tests support Our fundamental premises of 
this rrsearch that not only each contingent factor, but also the interaction among al1 three 
contingent factors has effect on organizational performance of an extended enterprise. 
5.5.2 Post Hoc Analysis 
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with post hoc Scheffé multiple cornparison tests was 
employed to identify effective or ineffective frameworks of management control systems for an 
extended enterprise operating within a particular combination of the contingent factors across the 
three models. Each model will be tested individually and the results of the Scheffé tests for the 
Optimistic model is discussed first. 
5.5.2.1 Optimistic Model 
The Optirnistic model is descnbed as a manufacturing organization where the management cycle 
time is significantly faster than the rnanufacturing cycle time. For manufactunng units with the 
mechanistic management control system, the management cycle time is 0.0825 weeks and the 
manufacturing cycle time is 0.50 weeks. On the other hand, for manufacturing units with the 
organic management control systern, the management cycle time is 0.0275 weeks and the 
manufacturing cycle time is 0.50 weeks. Table 5.17 summarizes the results of the Scheffé tests of 
the Optimistic model. 
Before preceding with analyses. notice that most of mean values of extended enterprises 
structured to perform the partitionable sequential tasks (Le. PSEQ) and the reciprocal tasks (Le. 
RECiP) are identical by frameworks. As the management cycie time of the Management function 
becomes faster relative to the manufacturing cycle time of the Prod~cction function, the 
coordination effort (or cost) in terms of time also becomes smaller and insignificant due to the 
assumption made in the discussion of coordination effect in Section 5.5. This results in identicai 
organizational performance by frarneworks in the PSEQ and the RECIP with the Optimistic 
Model. 
As presented in Table 5-17, FM does not show significant differences with unpartitionable 
sequential tasks in stable environments. While in dynamic environments, the al1 mechanistic 
management control systems framework (Le. 2MM) is the least effective with unpartitionable 
sequential tasks. However, al1 mechanistic management control systems frameworks (Le. 
SMMMM and RMMMM) are the most effective frameworks wi th the partitionable sequential and 
reciprocal tasks in stable environments. Furthemore, although there are no statistical differences, 
management control systems frameworks with dominantly mechanistic management control 
systems organized near the customer are identified to be more effective with partitionable 
sequential and reciprocal tasks in dynamic environments. On the other hand, the frameworks with 
al1 organic management control systems (Le. SOOOO and R 0 0 0 0 )  are the Ieast effective for the 
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Table 5.17 Results of the Scheffé tests For the Optirnistic Mode): Final Experiment 
In fact, this result dernonstrates the presence of "system nervousness" (Orlicky, 1975) with the 
management control systems frameworks with al1 organic management control systems (i.e. 200,  
S 0 0 0 0 ,  and R 0 0 0 0 ) .  "System nervousness" is a t em that describes an unstable system which 
constantly attempts to update its state faster than it is able to respond and therefore may never be 
able to stabilize in one state due to delays in processing the inputs. Therefore, the management 
control systems frameworks with a11 organic management control systems lead an extended 
enterprise to become nervous and result in poor organizational performance. 
However, as the results in Table 5.17 indicate that the management control systems framework 
with a11 organic management control systems with the unpartitionable sequential tasks (i.e. 2 0 0 )  
is not identified as the least effective. Since a single supply chain structured to perform 
unpartitionable sequential tasks (UNPSEQ) manages the sarne amount of work that two supply 
chains of extended enterprises suuctured to perform partitionable sequential tasks (PSEQ) would 
manage, the single supply chain of W S E Q  is inherently slow to react to changes in inputs. 
Thus. "system nervousness" is prevented from occumng for extended enterprises stmctured to 
perform the unpartitionable sequential tasks when it occurs with partitionable sequential and/or 
reciprocal tasks under the same condition. 
In order to confirm this assumption. we performed simulation runs with the 2MM and 2 0 0  under 
the same experiment setting (in stable environments) except that the 2MM and 2 0 0  managed 
only half the customer orders that they originally managed (thus the single supply chains in the 
2MM and 2 0 0  managed the same amount of work that each of the two supply chains of such as 
the SMMMM and SOOOO managed). The result indicated that the assumption was a sound one 
since the 2 0 0  (mean = $382,977) became statistically less effective than the 2MM (mean = 
$355,428) in this sub-expenment. 
The measure of delivery (OSTDV) does not show significant differences among different 
frameworks of management control systems across al1 three structures of extended enterprises in 
both stable and dynamic environments. 
PSTDV identifies that the framework of al1 mechanistic systems (Le. 2MM) to be the least 
effective to keep the production Row smooth in stable and dynamic environrnents with 
unpartitionable sequential tasks (see Table 5.16). However, with partitionable sequential and 
reciprocal tasks in stable environments, al1 rnechanistic Frameworks (Le. SMMMM and 
RMMMM) are the most effective management control systems fiamework to keep the production 
flow smooth, while al1 organic management control systems framework (Le. SOOOO and 
R0000) are the least effective. 
Although no statistical differences are found, the management control systems frameworks with 
more responsive organic management control systems become viable to help extended enterprises 
io keep its production flow relatively smoother than the frameworks with less responsive 
rnechanistic management control systems as environments become dynamic. However, the 2MM 
is more effective than 2 0 0  for the PSTDV only when the fluctuation coming frorn the customer is 
very small as discussed in Section 5.4.2.1. 
5.5.2.2 Middle Model 
The Middle model can be descnbed as a manufacturing organization with the mechanistic 
management control system where the management cycle time is more or less sirniln to the 
manufacturing cycle time. For manufactunng units with the mechanistic management control 
system, the management cycle time is 0.441 weeks and the manufacturing cycle time is 0.50 
weeks. For manufacturing units with the organic management control system, the management 
cycle time is 0.147 weeks and the manufacturing cycle time is 0.50 weeks. Table 5.18 
summarizes the results of the Scheffé tests for the Middle model. 

Again before preceding with analyses of the Middle model, notice that most of mean values of 
extended enterprises stmctured to perform the partitionable sequential tasks (Le. PSEQ) and the 
reciprocal tasks (i.e. RECP) are again similar as the results presented in Table 5.18. As the 
management cycle time of the Management hinction becomes faster relative to the manufacturing 
cycle time of the Production function, the coordination eflOrt (or cost) in terms of time aIso 
becomes smaller and insignificant due to the assumption made in the discussion of coordination 
effort in Section 5.5. This results in identical organizational performance between the PSEQ and 
the RECIP. 
The financial measure (FM) indicates that al1 mechanistic management control systems 
frameworks (Le. 2MM, SMMMM, and RMMMM) to be the least effective frameworks across al1 
threr structures of extended enterprises in both stable and dynamic environments. FM also 
identifies a group of management control systems frameworks to be statistically effective 
frameworks within each of the three structures of extended enterprises in stable and dynamic 
environrnents; however while the difference is not statisticaliy significant, 200 ,  SOMOM, and 
ROMOM are appeared to be the most effective for the FM within each structure in stable and 
dynarnic environments. 
The measure of delivery (OSTDV) does not show significant differences among different 
frameworks of management control systems across a11 three structures of extended enterprises in 
both stable and dynamic environments. 
The measure of smoothness of production flow (PSTDV) indicates that al1 mechanistic 
management control systems frameworks (Le. 2MM) to be the least effective framework with 
unpartitionable sequential tasks in stable and dynamic environments. On the other hand, the 2 0 0  
is the most effective. 
The PSTDV identifies al1 organic management control systems frameworks (Le. SOOOO and 
R 0 0 0 0 )  to be one of less effective frarneworks to keep production flow smooth, while al1 
mechanistic management control systems (i.e. SMMMM and RMMMM) to be more effective 
frameworks in the stable environment with partitionable sequential and reciprocal tasks. However 
in the dynamic environment, the PSTDV identifies al1 organic frameworks (i.e. SOOOO and 
R0000)  to be more effective, while al1 mechanistic fmmeworks (Le. SMMMM and RMMMM) 
to be less effective frarneworks with partitionable sequential and reciprocal tasks. As discussed in 
Section 5.4.2.1, the management control systems Frameworks with al1 mechanistic frameworks 
(i.r. 2MM. SMMMM. and RMMMM) can help an extended enterprise to keep its production flow 
smoother than the a11 organic fiarneworks (Le. 200 ,  S0000 ,  and R 0 0 0 0 )  only when the 
fluctuation coming fiom the customer is very small (in other words, when the external 
environment is very stable). However, the 2MM is identified as the least effective. but the 2 0 0  is 
identified as the most effective for the PSTDV in the stable environment because a single supply 
chah inherently faces with a relatively more dynamic environment than two supply chains even 
in the stable environment. Therefore, when the external environments become dynamic, the 
management control systerns frameworks with al1 organic management control systems become 
more effective to keep production flow smoother than the al1 mechanistic management control 
systems frameworks. 
5.5.2.3 Pessimistic Mode1 
The Pessimistic mode1 can be described as a manufacturing organization with the mechanistic 
management control system where the management cycle time is slower than the manufacturing 
cycle iimr. For manufacturing units with the mechanistic management control system in the 
Pessimistic model, the management cycle time is 0.882 weeks and the rnanufacturing cycle time 
is 0.50 weeks. For manufacturing units with the organic management control system, the 
management cycle time is 0.294 weeks and the manufactunng cycle time is 0.50 weeks. Table 
5.19 summarizes the results of the Scheffé tests for the Pessimistic model. 
Please notice that since the coordination e f f o ~  (or cost) in terms of tirne becornes larger and 
significant with a relatively large management cycle time, the PSEQ and the RECP resulted in 
different organizational performance in this experiment setting. 
Dcoendcnt Var. 


















































Table 5.19 Results of the Scheffé fésts for the  ess si mis tic Model: Final Experiment 
The financial measure (FM) indicates that al1 mechanistic management control systems 
frameworks (Le. 2MM, SMMMM, and RMMMM) to be the least effective frameworks across al1 
threr structures of extended enterprises in both stable and dynarnic environments (see Table 
5.19). FM also identifies a group of management control systems frameworks to be statistically 
effective frameworks within each of the three structures of extended enterprises in stable and 
dynamic environments. While the difference is not statistically significant, al1 organic 
management control systems frameworks (Le. 200 ,  S0000, and R 0 0 0 0 )  appear to be more 
effective frarneworks for the FM across al1 three structures of extended enterprises in both stable 
and dynamic environments. 
OSTDV does not show significant differences among different frameworks of management 
control systems across al1 three structures of extended enterprises in both stable and dynarnic 
environments. In fact, in stable environments, the results indicate that al1 frameworks of 
management control systems can help an extended enterprise satisfy customer orders without 
having any backlog orders. While the differences among the OSTDVs of different management 
control systerns frameworks with the extended enterprises structured to perform the 
unpartitionable sequential tasks in dynamic environments are srnall, no statistical difference is 
found. Interestingly, the ANOVA test exhibits significant differences at a = 0.0001 among 
different management control systems frameworks with extended enterprises stnictured to 
perfom the partitionable sequential and reciprocal tasks in dynamic environments for the 
OSTDV; however. the Scheffé tests indicate that al1 pairs of means are not significantly different 
at a = 0.05. 
The measure of smoothness of production flow (PSTDV) indicates that al1 mechanistic 
management control systems frameworks (Le. 2MM, SMMMM, and RMMMM) to be least 
effective with al1 three stmctures of extended enterprises in stable and dynamic environments. 
Additional Scheffé tests were performed to hirther explore the results of the hypothesis III test. 
The results of main Scheffé tests in Tables 5.17,5.18, and 5-19 identified effective (or ineffective) 
frameworks of management control systems for an extended enterprise openting within a 
particular combination of environments and types of interactions of management control systems 
sepantely in three possible stmctures of extended enterprises (Le. unpartitionable sequential, 
partitionable sequential, and reciprocal structures). Thus, the Table 5.20 reports the results of 
Scheffé tests which compare the relative effectiveness of three structures of extended enterprises 
on the organizational performance in each model. 
With the financial measure (FM). the structure of extended enterprises has an impact on the 
organizational performance and the unpartitionable sequential structure (UNPSEQ) as a more 
effective structure for both stable and dynamic environments across al1 three models. 
The measure of delivery (OSTDV) did not show any significant differences among different 
frameworks of management control systems across al1 three structures of extended enterprises in 
stable environments, In fact, in stable environments, the results indicate that al 1 three extended 
enterprise structures can help an extended enterprise satisQ customer orders without backlog. 
However with a11 three models in dynamic environments, significant differences were found 
arnong different structures and the PSEQ was the most effective structure, while the UNPSEQ 
was least effective, 
Wi th the measure of production process (PSTDV). the parti tionable sequential stmc ture (PSEQ) 
was the most effective structure, while the least effective one was the unpartitionable sequential 
structure (UNPSEQ) in the dynamic environment. However in the stable environment, the 
UNPSEQ was the most effective structure contrary to the prediction as discussed in Section 
5 A.2.3. 
' m 
o o c  
5.5.3 Discussion 
The final experiment was conducted mainly because the results of the second experiment's one- 
way ANOVA tests to see if the Optimistic, Basic, and Pessirnistic models had significantly 
different impacts on the three dimensions of performance. Thus. we conducted the same one-way 
ANOVA tests to see if the Optimistic, Middle, and Pessimistic models had significantly different 
impacts on the three performance measures. The Table 5.21 summarizes the results of the 
ANOVA. The results indicate that overall the three models had significantly different impacts on 
the three dimensions of performance (except for the OSTDV in dynamic environments with 
extended enterprises structured to perform the unpartitionable sequential tasks), as we expecred. 
~ e c i ~ r o c a l  Tasks FM 0.0000 0.0000 
( REC 1 P) OSTDV 0.0000 
PSTDV 0.0000 0.0000 
Table 5.21 Results of one-way ANOVA tests for three Models 
5.6 Summary 
For al1 three sets of experiments, the results of hypotheses tests 1 ihrough N supported the 
fundamental premises of this research. Furthemore, the results of post hoc multiple cornparisons 
using Scheffé tests identified effective and ineffective groups of management connol systems 
frameworks for an extended enterprise operating within a specific combination of contingent 
factors. 
Tables 5.22 to 5.28 present the most and the least effective groups of management control 
systems frameworks within each experiment mode1 of the three sets of experiments. Individuai 
columns represent a specific combination of contingent factors and "da" in a column represents a 
situation where no two frameworks are significantly different statistically. 
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mFirsi leiter (i.c. 2, S, or R) from the namcs representing various extended entcrprise models is omiited in the table to f i t  the table in one page. 
Table 5.22 Summary of effective and incffcctive frameworks of the First Expcriment 
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Note: 0UNPSEQ stands for unpartitionable sequcniiat tasks, PSEQ stands for partiiionable sequential tasks, & RECIP stands for rccipracd iasks. 
ofm stands for financial measure, ostdv denoted for standard dcviaiion of ordcr delivery timc, & pstdv standard deviation of manufacturing cycle iime. 
~First leiter (Le. 2, S, or R)  from the naines rcpresenting various cxtended enterprise models is omitted in ihe table to fit the table in one page. 
Table 5.23 Summary of cffectivc and ineffective framcworks of the Second Experiment: the Optimistic Mode1 
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Note: 4JNPSEQ siands for unpanitionable sequential tasks, PSEQ siands for partitionable scqueniial tasks, & REClP stands for reciprocnl iasks. 
*fm stands for financial mecsure, osidv denoicd for standard deviation of order delivery tirne, & psidv standard deviation of manufricturing cycle tirnc. 
*First letter (i.e. 2, S, or R) from the namcs rcpresenting vnrious extended enierprise models is omitted in ihc iable to fit the iable in one page. 
Table 5.24 Summary of effective and ineffective frameworks of the Second Experiment: the Basic Model 
SECOND EXPERIMENT: THE PESSIMISTIC MODEL 
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Note: *UNPSEQ stands for unpartitionable sequcniiul tasks, PSEQ stands for partitionablc sequeniid tasks, & RECIP stands for reciprocal tasks. 
*fm stands for financial measure, ostdv denoted for siandard dcviaiion of order delivery iime, & pstdv standard devintion of manufncturing cycle tinie. 
*Firsi letter (Le. 2, S ,  or R) from the names represeniing various extended enterprise models is omitied in the iablc to fii ihc iablc in one page. 
Table 5.25 Summary of effective and ineffective frameworks of the Second Experiment: the Pessimistic Model 
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Note: 4JNPSEQ stands for unpartitionable sequential tasks, PSEQ stands for partiiionable sequcniial tasks, & RECIP stunds for reciprocal tasks, 
afin stands for financial rneasure, ostdv dcnoted for standard dcviation of order delivery lime, & pstdv standard dcviation of manufaciuring cycle lime. 
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. Table 5.27 Summary of effective and ineffective frameworks of the Final Experiment: the Middlc Model 
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Note: WNPSEQ stands for unpartitionable sequential tasks, PSEQ stands for psnitionable sequential tasks, & RECIP stands for reciprocal tnsks. 
ofm stands for financial measure, ostdv denoted for sinndard deviaiion of order delivery timc, & pstdv standard devialion of manufucturing cycle iinie. 
*Firsi lettcr (Le. 2, S, or R) from the names rcprcscnting various cxtended enierprise models is amiitcd in the inble to f i t  the inble in one page. 
. Table 5.28 Summary of effective and ineffective frameworks of the Final Experiment: the Pessimistic Madel 
CHAP'ER SIX 
Conclusions and Discussion 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter summarizes the results of this research. Section 6.2 summarizes and concludes the 
research findings, as well as proposes practical and research implications of the research findings. 
Finally, limitations of this research and future research directions are discussed in Section 6.3. 
6.2 Summary of the Research Findings 
The objective of this research was two-fold: (1) to investigate the impact of the interactions of 
mechanistic andor organic management control systerns within an extended enterprise on 
organizational performance in both stable and dynamic environmenis, and (2) to demonstrate 
viability of both mechanistic and organic management control systems for inter-organizational 
control within an extended enterprise in both stable and dynamic environments. To achieve this 
objective, we adopted the contingent approach regarding management of organizations. Wirh this 
contingent approach, we have employed system dynamics (SD) simulation models as the 
instrument of this research. Experimenting with SD simulation models helped us understand the 
interrelationships between multiple dependent (or contingent) variables (i.e. external environmental 
condition, interactions of mechanistic andor organic management control systems, and structures of 
extended enterprises) and independent variables (i.e. organizational performance) in compressed 
time and space. Organizational performance was measured using three performance measures: (1) 
the sum over al1 periods, of inventory holding costs and stockout costs in each period (Le. FM), 
(2) standard deviation of order delivery time over a11 periods (i.e. OSTDV), and (3) standard 
deviation of manufactunng cycle time over a11 periods (i.e. PSTDV) to measure the smoothness of 
production. 
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Across al1 three experirnents, the OSTDV did not show statistical differences in performance 
among different management control systems framework, while the FM and PSTDV resulted in 
statistical diff'erences. Interestingly. the FM and PSïVV ofien resulted in conflicting outcomes since 
high variability of production flow to match fluctuating customer demands resulted in low inventory 
holding costs, while low variability of production flow resulted in high inventory holding costs for 
inefficientl y keeping large number of inventory. 
Ovenll for al1 three sets of experiments, the results of hypotheses tests 1 through N, supported the 
fundamental premises of this research that not only each contingent factor, but also the interaction 
among al1 three contingent factors effect organizational performance of an extended enterprise. 
Furthemore, the results of post hoc multiple cornparisons using Scheffé tests partially supported 
the propositions suggested in Chapter 2. Table 6.1 sumrnarïzes the propositions and the result. 
AIthough the statistical analyses results did not conclusively support every proposition, they 
demonstrated the anticipated phenomena identified by propositions such as overreaction and 
"system nervousness" of the management control systems frameworks with al1 organic 
management control systems (identified in Proposition SI and 03) .  superior organizational 
performance of the heterogeneous management control systems frameworks (Proposition 0 2 ) ,  
and the ordering effect of the heterogeneous management control systems in an extended 
enterprise (Proposition D2a). One possible explanation of these discrepancies between the 
propositions and the results is that there are more unidentified endogenous contingent factors 
within the closed-boundary of the system which may affect the behavior of the system, thus the 
propositions based on the limited contingent factor settings could not properly predict the 
behavior of the system. For example, the reaction rate (Ik) which was identified as "one of the 
more critical panmeters in determining the system's dynamic performance" (Forrester, 1961), 
definitely needs to be put under closer scrutiny and should be included as an important contingent 
factor to be investigated for future replication of this research. 

However, the overall results indicated that the management control systems frameworks with 
heterogeneous management control systems resulted in satisfactory organizational performance 
across al l three expenments. The heterogeneous management control systems frameworks al ways 
resulted in either the best or average organizational performance, but never the worst 
organizational performance. While the management control systems frameworks with either al1 
mechanistic or organic management control systems resulted in either the best or the worst 
organizational performance contingent on the circumstances faced by the organizatioii. 
In most circumstances. the management control systems frameworks with al1 organic 
management control systems are effective due to a management practice we refer to as "managing 
in real time" which allows employees and managers to make decisions based on current 
transactions rather than after-the-fact sumrnaries of transactions. In other words, by local 
empowerment, "managing in real tirne" reduces tirne delays in information flows between an 
entity which makes a decision and another entity which executes the decision. However, the 
management control systems frameworks with al1 organic management control systems become 
ineffective due to overreaction when the reaction rate of the management control system is too 
reactive (e.g first experiment). As well this framework can cause "system nervousness" to an 
extended enterprise when the management cycle time becomes significantly faster than the 
rnanufactunng cycle time (e.g. the Optimistic model in the final experiment). Although this 
research did not investigate an exact ratio of manufacturing and management cycle times where 
the system becomes nervous. the future replication of this research should investigate this matter 
further. 
On the other hand, in most circumstances, the management control systems frameworks with al1 
mechanistic management control systems are ineffective due to a traditional practice of the 
mechanistic management control system known as "managing by results" (Johnson, 1995). 
However, these management control systerns frameworks are viable when the management cycle 
time become significantly faster than the manufacturing cycle time (e.g. the Optimistic model in 
the final experiment). 
However, interactions of the organic and mechanistic management control systems in a 
management control systems framework prevented the extended enterprise from overreacting 
and/or becorning nervous, because the inefficiency of the mechanistic management control 
system acted as a dampening mechanism to prevent the extended enterprise frorn reacting to 
rninor change in inputs. 
Furthemore, as cornpetitive environments become dynarnic, the order of the heterogeneous 
mechanistic and organic management control systems in a management control systems 
framework result in different organizational performance. The overail results indicated that the 
management control systems frameworks with sequentially organic and mechanistic management 
control systems (e-g. 20M, SOMOM, and ROMOM) resulted in better organizational 
performance than the ones wi th sequentially mechanistic and organic management control 
systems (e.g. 2MO. SMOMO, and RMOMO) as environments become dynamic. Difference in 
organizational performance is explained by understanding that the manufacturing unit closer to 
the source of variability (Le. the customer) acts as a buffer and dampens variability and passes 
down less dynamic or even stable environments to the partnering organization. 
A buffer unit with the organic management control system in an extended enterprise can 
effectively and quickly lessen the degree of variability coming from dynamic environments. Since 
the mechanistic management control system works effectively in stable environments, 
interactions of the organic buffer and the mechanistic partner helps the extended enterprise result 
in satisfactory organizational performance while avoiding overreaction or "system nervousness." 
Whereas a mechanistically managed buffer cannot lessen the degree of variability coming from 
dynamic environments as effectively and fast as the organic one. but the mechanistic buffer does 
pass down less dynamic environments to the organically managed manufacturing unit. Since the 
organic management control system operates effectively in dynarnic environments, interactions of 
the mechanistic buffer and the organic partner helps the extended enterprise result in satisfactory 
organizational performance. 
In fact, the use of management control systems frarneworks with heterogeneous organic and 
mechanistic management control systems can be seen as an application of "Ashby's Law of 
Requisite Variety" (Ashby. 1956, Ch. 1 1). which basically States that only variety in responses can 
effectively deal with the variety due to disturbances. Each of the mechanistic and the organic 
management control system alone has its drawback, such as "system nervousness" of the organic 
management control systems and ineffectiveness of the mechanistic ones in dynamic 
environment. However, the use of mechanistic and organic management control systems together 
complernents (or dampens) each other's shortcoming. while helping an extended enterprise to 
effectively manage and control the complexity arising fiom the increased varïability and 
disturbances. 
fractical Implication 
The recent literature on intra-organizational control continues to recommend individual 
manufacturing organizations adopt new management paradigms, such as decentralized control 
and the organic mode1 of control as business environments become dynamic. However, the 
adoption of such recommendation may result in poor organizational performance in certain 
situations for organizations participating in cooperative and decentralized rnanufacturing such as 
the extended enterprise. As the results of the Optimistic mode1 of the final experiment indicate, 
when the management cycle time becomes significantly faster than the rnanufactunng cycle time, 
the management control systems frarneworks with al1 organic management control system results 
in financially poor organizational performance than the ones with ail mechanistic management 
control systerns due to "system nervousness." As well, the results of the first experiment showed 
that the management control systems frameworks with al1 organic management control system 
again results in financialIy poor organizational performance than the ones with al1 mechanistic 
management control systems due to high reaction rate. Furthemore. the results of the Middle 
rnodel of the final experirnent showed that the management control systems frarneworks with 
mixture of the organic and mechanistic management control systems result in supenor 
organizational performance of an extended enterprise than the ones with al1 organic management 
control systems with partitionable sequential or reciprocal tasks. As the expenment results 
demonstrate, not every rnanufactunng organization needs to change and adopt this new mode1 of 
control. In extended enterprises, depending on how manufacturing organizations wi th 
heterogeneous andor homogeneous management control systems are structured, results will Vary. 
Furthemore, a sound structure of organization is identified to help an organization succeed 
(Meyer, 1995) and Further a sound framework of management control systems may help an 
organization succeed as well. However, as the results of the first experiment suggest: a perceived 
"sound" framework of management control systems (i.e. the al1 organic management control 
systems) with a bad management policy (i.e. reaction rate) does not help an extended enterprise to 
perform better. 
Research Implicalion 
As business and manufacturing environments become dynamic and unpredictable, the Next- 
Generation Manufacturing (NGM) Project (1997) identified extended enterprise collaboration as 
"a pathway along which individual companies. in association with other companirs, academia, 
and govemment, can improve the odds of making a successful transition to the NGM environment 
through collaboration with other companies." As one of action recommendation in order to make 
this new type of collaborative manufacturing works, the NGM identified the need for a 
"Col laborative Extended Enterprise Laboratory to pilot and validate tools, approaches, and 
practices supponing extended enterprise concepts." A system dynamics (SD) simulation model - 
also known as "management Iaboratory" (Forrester, 1961)- was employed as the research 
instrument in our research and it was demonsû-ated that the potential use of the SD model as  a 
research instrument for future research on extended enterprises. 
6.3 Limitations and Future Research 
There are factors concerning the research that may have Iimited the fmdings and the 
generalization of this study and they should be mentioned. 
A major limitation of this study is the performance measurements used to evaluate organizational 
performance. We have adopted traditional performance measures to measure effectiveness of a 
specific management control systems framework of extended enterprises. However, there is still a 
lack of understanding of how to measure and analyze the risks andfor rewards of the extended 
enterprise concept to evaluate the viability and financial benefits of a specific collabontive 
partnership (Montgomery and Levine, 1996; NGM, i997). 
Another limitation of this research is that we assumed individual manufacturing units can easily 
work together without problems based on the principal of self-organization, which is defined as 
"a process in which the components of a system in effect spontaneously communicate with each 
other and abruptly cooperate in coordinated and concerted common behaviour" (Stacey, 199 1). 
However. more coordination and management issues must be managed and addressed within the 
extended enterprises. Differences in culture, business systems, and accounting practices, different 
approach/content/definition for same common words, the appropriate distribution of profits. 
coordination and finance of investments across firms, and assumption of responsibility for 
product liability are sorne of many issues remain unresolved regarding the management of such 
extended enterprises (Montgomery and Levine, 1996; NGM, 1997). 
The environmental range settings for this research presents another limitation. For simplicity. we 
have used different degrees of customer demand fluctuation as the factor which differentiated 
between stable and dynamic environments. However, the future replication of this research should 
include environmental uncertainty such as technological unpredictability to differentiate stable 
and dynamic environments. Furthemore, we have eliminated potential disturbance or variability 
coming from supplier side by assuming suppliers can provide unlimited amount of raw materials 
at any tirne. However, the future replication of this research should examine disturbance and 
variability coming frorn both customer and supplier since this change may affect the behavior of 
the system dramatically. 
Sevenl foms of extended enterprises such as a value network, web, or chain, were identitied by 
NGM ( 1997). This research examined only limited structures of extended enterprises based on the 
fom of chain which involved lirnited number of individual manufacturing units. However. in 
order to examine different structures of extended enterprises which includes larger number of 
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manufactunng units involvement, we must address what Brooks (1975) refers to "the mythical 
man-month" problem. According to Brooks' law (1975), "adding (more) manpower to a late 
software project makes it later" due to the added burden of communication and coordination 
effort. Analytically, it implies that for extended enterprises, the involvement of more and more 
companies does not necessarily lead to a stronger coverage of the problem due to the increased 
coordination requirement of the cooperative efforts. Thus. as the number of partners (N)  working 
on partitionable complex tasks increases, the cooperative effort or coordination cost increases by 
M(N- I)R (Brooks, 1975)- while the amount of work that an individual partner decreases by some 
amount (we will assume Nn). This tradeoff between coordination cost and the arnount of work is 
illustrated in Figure 6.1. We have partially incorporated Brooks' law in this research up to the 
point where the coordination costs of total number of manufacturing in extended enterprise did 
not offset the benefits of the cooperative efforts (i.e. decrease in total effort). However. as the 
nurnber of manufacturing units in cxtended enterprises increases, this tradeoff relationship 
bctween cost and benefit must be fully incorponted in the analyses of the future replication of 
this research. 
1-2000 
I +Coordination Cost 
+ ActuaI Amount of Work 
4 Total Effort 
Figure 6.1 Illustration of tradeoff between coordination cost and 
individual units' amount of work 
One Iast important limitation of the research identifted is that the lack of understanding of 
relationship between the reaction rate ( Ik )  and the behavior of the extended enterprises. As the 
expetirnents evolved, we have identified the importance of the reaction rate ( ] f i )  in determining 
the system's dynarnic performance as suggested by Forrester (1961). We were able to select 
values (Ik) as Forrester suggested ( 196 1) and study the effect of changing values on the behavior 
of the system. However, the future replication of this study should examine the effects of reaction 
rate (Ik) on the behavior of the system more closely prior to conducting expenments. 
Final Remark 
At the stroke of midnight Monday, July 1, 1997, Hong Kong and the People's Republic of China 
became a country with two (control) systems -capitalist Hong Kong and communist-led 
mainland China. Before this rnerge took place, there was high uncertainty about the hiture of 
Hong Kong and in fact, the future of Hong Kong is still unclear. Manufactunng organizations are 
facing similar problems as the cornpetitive environments become dynamic and even chaotic, and 
they are in a way forced to work together with partners under a roof called "extended enterprise" 
in order to survive in highly competitive business environments. They are essentially establishing 
"one country, two systems" like China and Hong Kong. China and especially Hong Kong did not 
have much alternative as to how to structure this formula. However, manufacturing organizations 
may have options as to who to work with. how to structure their cooperative efforts, and more 
specifically how to structure their control systems for superior organizational performance. We 
beiieve this exploratory research provides an initial step for establishing a useful "management 
Iaboratory" where manufacturing organizations can pilot and validate tools, approaches, and 
practices before they actually establish extended enterprises, thus to improve the odds of making 
a successful transition to the extended enterprises. 
Appendix 1 
A Basic Manufacturing Organization Mode1 Documentation and Equations with the Mechanistic 
Management Control System 
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Summary of unit of measures used 
Presiden t 
how~rnuch~to~cor rec t~a~week  
- - - - - - - 
a constant whcch sets inventory poli%y (the target 
inventory level) and production policy 
(how~much~to~cor rec t~a~week )  
a time constant (= srnoothing parameter) 
CUSTOMER: 
DOCUMENT: The customer demands for product. For simplicity the customer demand 
represents the dynamics of the environments. 
acustomer-Orders = Customer-Demands 
DOCUMENT: The customer order rate is detemined by the customer demand graph. For 
simplicity, the customer order rate will determine the dynamics of environment. 
acustorner-Dernands = GRAPH(time) 
( 1 .ûO, 4ûûû), (2.00,4000), (3.0,4000), (4.00,4000), (5.00,4000), (6.00,4000), (7.00,4000), 
(8.00,4000), (9.00,4ûûû), (i0.0,4000), (1 1.0,4000), (12.0,4000),(13.0,4000),(14.0,4000), 
( 15.0,4000), ( I6.O,4OOO), ( f 7.0,4OOO), (1 8.0,4000), ( lg.O,4ûûû), (20.0 ,40) ,  (2 1 .O, 4000), 
(22.0,4000), (23.0,4000), (24.0,4000), (25.0,4000), (26.0,4000), ( 27 .0 ,40 )  
DOCUMENT: Customer Demands fluctuate with a mean demand(X). The magnitude of 
fluctuation differentiates between stable and dynarnic environments. 
-.-O-- ----------------..------*----.----...-.--.....-.....---...-.-.-----..-.-.--..--.-..-..--.-...-..--.-.-.--------- 
MANAGEMENT: 
DOCUMENT: The management represents the management function of the basic manufacturing 
framework. The management receives the customer order information from the Marketing and the 
backorder level, inventory level, throughput in manufacturing process, and weekly shipping 
reports from the Production Process. With information gathered from the Marketing and 
Production, the Management decides what to produce and how much O produce. Once the 
decision is made, the production decision is sent down to the Production Process (i.e. shop floor). 
how-muc h-tocorrec t-a-wee k = PresidenV2 
DOCUMENT: It represents the production policy and the production policy tries to compensate 
for the amount of the products shipped during the last period and also to make necessary 
adjustment on inventory- and pipeline-deficit situations. The inventory policy States that Target 
Inventory is set to be a multiple of customer Order Rate. And summation between Target 
Inventory and (actual) Inventory levels, and Order Backlog level and indicates how many more 
units of a product, such as Alpha should be in the Inventory to satisfy the customer demand. 
Whereas the difference between Customer Order Received and Producing shows how many units 
of Alpha should be currently in production process (Le. production pipeline) to satisfy the 
customer demand. However it is assumed that management would not respond immediately to the 
full extent of any adjustment required due to these two deficit tems. Thus this adjustment terni, 
which is the summation of the two deficit terms, is multiplied by a rate - lhow much to correct a 
week, which is a time constant representing the rate at which management, on average act on the 
adjustment term. In fact, this lhow much to correct a week term is similar to a smoothing 
parameter, alpha of the exponential smoothing forecasting method for customer demand. As lager 
the alpha values emphasize recent demands and result in forecasts more responsive to changes in 
the underlying average, while smaller alpha values treat past demand more uniformly and result 
in more stable forecasts, same argument is true for lhow much to correct a week term. 
DOCUMENT: The President sets inventory policy (i.e. the target inventory level) and production 
policy (Le. how~rnuch~to~correct~a_week). (initial constant value 3) 
~Target-Inventory = VP-Marketing*President 
DOCUMENT: Target Inventory rate is decided by the President. Then this target inventory 
information is delivered to VP manufacturing. 
.VP-Manu facturing = (DELAY(MAX(0. 
Weekl y-S hipping_Report+( 1 /how~much~to~correct~a~week) * ((Target-Inventory- 
Inventory-Report+Order-Backlop~Report)+(~ting- Producing_Report))),0.25)) 
DOCUMENT: VP Manufacturing with the President and VP Marketing decides production 
ordering rate with various reports received from the Manufactunng (i.e. shop floor) and it takes a 
substantial amount of time (initial value: 0.25 week) to decide and to deliver the order down to 
the shop floor. It is a phase three of the order cycle when "getting the order into the system" 
begins (routing the orders to the shop floor). The decision rule is set as follows: First, the 
production ordering rate decision depends on the full amount of outgoing rate of the inventory 
(i.e. Wsekly Shipping Report). Second, Target Inventory and Inventory Report (current inventory 
level) give the difference between desired and acnial inventory. If the level of desired inventory 
(Target Inventory) is above or below actual inventory. a correcting component will be introduced 
into the production ordering rate. Third, VP Marketing (Le. Customer Order Report) and 
Producing Report give the pipeline term meaning desired outgoing number of units (VP 
Marketing) that customer demands and acnial outgoing number of units (Producing Report). The 
difference between these two ternis will be added to the correcting component. Lastly, the amount 
of backlog order is introduced into the correcting component as well. A proportion of the sum of 
these 1 s t  three correcting components are added to the full amount of outgoing rate inventory. 
4P-Marketing = Generate-CO-Report 
DOCUMENT: The VP Marketing receives the CO Repon (order information) from the 
Marketing then communicates this information to the VP Manufacturing. 
~Weekly-Sales-to-Consumer = CONVEYOR OUTFLOW 
DOCUMENT: It takes some time (initial value 0.25 week) to ship the products to the Marketing. 
Once the product is available in the Marketing, it takes no substantial amount of time to deliver 
the product to the customer. It is the fifth phase of the ordcr cycle where the products are on the 
way to the customer. 
.OUTFLOW FROM: In-Transit-tocustomer (IN SECTOR: Production) 
Customer-Order-Received = Customer-Orders 
DOCWMENT: The Marketing Process first receives customer orders and there is no delay getting 
this information from the customer. This is the first and second phase of the order cycIe where the 
system translates the recognized need of customer into an approved order for a specific product or 
a new product and delivers the order to the relevant group in the organization. It is assumed that 
each manufacturing unit has access to the technology and therefore technology is not a limiting 
factor. Similarly. the product the manufacturing unit produces is completely designed and 
standard. 
aGenerate-CO-Report = DELAY(Customer~Order~Received,O.25) 
DOCUMENT: Once the Marketing has the order in-house, this Generate Customer Order (CO) 
Report process delivers the customer order to the VP Marketing. It is the third phase of the order 
cycle and it actually get the order into the system. It takes a substantial arnount of time (initial 
value 0.25 week) to process and deliver the information. 
Note: Throughout the model. delay function is used to simulate the dynamic environment of the 
manufacturing organization. The length of each delay is estimated by surveying a few literature. 
The length of delay can be easiIy changed if one desires. 
LL-1"LLl--l------------1LLLLL~-L-L-LLLL------œ-LL*---"-L-..*-œLL-L*LLœ-LL-LL~L-L~..L.----LL-Lœ..---L-..L..LLLLLLLLLLLL-L"L- 
PRODUCTION: 
DOCUMENT: The Production Process receives the production orders from the Management and 
executes the orders. As well the Production reports various information such as Backorder level 
status, Inventory Ievel etc. to the Management. 
mInventory(t) = Inventory(t - dt) + (Producing - Weekly-Shipping) * dt 
INIT Inventory = 12000 
DOCUMENT: Initial inventory level is 12000 units of Alpha 
mProducing = CONVEYOR OUTFLOW 
DOCUMENT: It takes a substantial amount of time (initial value: 0.25 week) to produce any 
products. It is a part of phase four of the order cycle where actual assembling, picking, and 
packing of goods are processed. 
~Weekly-Shipping = (if (Order-Backlog+Order-Rate c=Inventory) then 
Order-Backlog+Order-Rate 
else Inventory) 
DOCUMENT: Weekly Shipping of product is processed, based on FIFû (First In First Out) 
policy. The decision rule is as follows: If the Manufacturing has enough inventory to satisfy the 
backlogged order (Order Backlog) and the current period's customer order rate (Order Rate) then 
the Manufactunng ships the arnount equal to the sum of the backlog order and the customer 
demand. But, if the inventory level is lower than the sum of the two tems and greater than O, then 
the manufacturing ships out the number of units in the inventory to at least fulfill the part of 
backlogged order andfor current period's customer demand. 
@In-Transit-to-Customer(t) =In-Transit-to-Customer(t - dt) + 
(Weekl y-S hipping-Weekly-Sales-to-Consumer)* dt 
N T  InTransi t-to-Customer = 1 0  
TRANSIT TIME = 0.25 
INFLOW LIMIT = INF 
CAPACiTY = INF 
DOCUMENT: Initial 1Oûû units of Alpha is shipped to the Marketing. 
~Weekly-Shipping = (if (Orde~Backlog+Order-Rate c=Inventory) then 
Order-Backlog+Order-Rate 
else Inventory) 
DOCUMENT: Weekly Shipping of product is processed. based on FIFO (First In First Out) 
policy. The decision mle is as follows: If the Manufacturing has enough inventory to satisfy the 
backlogged order (Order Backlog) and the current period's customer order rate (Order Rate) then 
the Manufacturing ships the amount equd to the sum of the backlog order and the customer 
demand. But, if the inventory level is lower than the sum of the two rems and greater than O. then 
the manufactunng ships out the number of units in the inventory to at least fulfill the part of 
backlogged order andor curreot period's customer dernand. 
~Weekly~Sales-to-Consumer (IN SECTOR: Marketing) 
.Order-Backlog(t) = Order-Backlog(t - dt) + (Order-Rate - Shipment-Rate) * dt 
INIT Order-Backlog = O 
DOCUMENT: Order Backlog level is initially O for a product. 
.Order-Rate = VP-Marketing 
DOCUMENT: This order rate information from the Management is necessary to keep any Order 
Backlog level. It increases the level of Order Backlog when a new customer demand comes in if 
the demand cannot be satisfied with the inventory, but if the amount of this customer demand 
(order rate) is delivered, then the amount delivered is decreased through weekly shipping and 
fiiled order flows from the Order Backlog level. 
.S hipment-Rate = Weekly-Shipping 
DOCUMENT: The amount of filled order is decreased from the Order Backlog level as producü 
are shipped to the customer. 
*Production~Process(t) = Production~Pmcess(t - dt) + (Production-S tarts - Producing) * dr 
INIT Production~Process = 1 Oûû 
TRANSIT TIME = 0.25 
INFLOW LIMIT = INF 
CAPACITY = INF 
DOCUMENT: Initially 1 0  units of Alpha is produced every 0.25 week (or 4000 units per 
wee k). 
DOCUMENT: It initiates production according to the VP Manufacturing's order. It takes a 
substantial amount of time (initial value: 0.25 week) to setup the production line for a new order. 
It is a part of founh phase of the order cycle, where actual production of goods is initiated. 
eProducing = CONVEYOR OUTnOW 
DOCUMENT: It takes a substantial arnount of time (initial value: 0.25 week) to produce any 
products. It is a part of phase four of the order cycle where actual assembling, picking, and 
packing of goods are processed. 
4nventory-Report = DELAY(1nventory. 0.5) 
DOCUMENT: Inventory Level Report is reported to the VP Manufacturing. It takes 0.5 week to 
prepare and deliver the report to the VP Manufacturing. 
.Order-Bac klogReport = DELAY (Order-Backlog,0.5, O) 
DOCUMENT: It takes 0.5 week to prepare and deliver Order Backorder Report to the VP 
Manufacturing. 
.Producing_Report = DELAY (Producing.O.5) 
DOCUMENT: It takes 0.5 week to prepare and deliver Producing Report (how many units is 
being produced) to the VP Manufacturing. 
~Weekly-S hippingReport = DELAY(Week1y-Shipping, 0.5) 
DOCUMENT: Weekly Shipping Report is reported to the VP Manufacturing. It takes 0.5 week 
to prepare and to deliver the report. 
Appendix 2. 
A Basic Manufacturing Organization Mode1 Documentation and Equations with the Organic 
Management Control System 
1 ithinkm Mode1 En titv 1 Unit 
1 Customer Demands 1 Unit of measure for a product / Week 1 




Produc tion-S tarts 
Production~Process(t) 








h o w ~ m u c h ~ t o c o r r e c t ~ a ~ w e e k  
(expressed in Graph with a mean demand) 
Unit of measure for a product / Week 
Unit of measure for a product / Week 
Unit of measure for a product / Week 
Unit of measure for a product / Week 
Unit of measure for a product / Week 
Unit of measure for a product / Week 
Unit of measure for product 
Unit of measure for a product / Week 
Unit of measure for a product / Week 
Unit of measure for a product / Week 
Unit of measure for a product / Week 
Unit of measure for a product 
Unit of measure for a product / Week 
a time constant (= smoothing parameter) 
CUSTOMER: 
DOCWMENT: The customer demands for product. For simplicity the customer demand 
represents the dynamics of the environments. 
*Customer-Orders = Customer-Demands-forAlpha 
DOCUMENT: The customer order rate is determined by the customer demand graph. For 
simplicity, the customer order rate determines the dynamics of the environments . 
*Custorner-Demands-for-Alpha = GRAPH(time) 
( 1 .00,4000), (2.00,4000), (3.00,4000), (4.00,4000), (5.00,4000), (6.00,4000), (7.00,4000), 
(8.00,4000), (9.00,4000), (10.0,4000), (I1.0,4000), (12.0,4000), (13-0,4000), (14.0,4000), 
(15.0,4000), (16.0,4000), (17.0,4000), (18.0,4000), (19.0,4000), (20.0,4000), (21.0,4000), 
(22.0,4000), (23.0,4000), (24.0,4000), (25.0,4000), (26.0,4000), (27 .O, 4000) 
DOCUMENT: Customer Demands fluctuate with a mean demand (X). The magnitude of 
fluctuation differentiates between stable and dynarnic environments. 
*Inventory(t) = Inventory(t - dt) + (Producing - Weekly-Shipping) * dt 
INIT Inventory = 12000 
DOCUMENT: Initially there are 1 2 0  units of product AIpha in the inventory. 
~Producing = CONVEYOR OUTFLOW 
DOCUMENT: It takes 0.25 weeks to produce product Alpha. 
l Wee kl y-S hipping = (if (Order-Baackiog+Order&te c=Inventory ) then 
Order-Backlog+Order-Rate 
else Inventory) 
DOCUMENT: Weekly S hipping of product is processed, based on FIFO (First In First Out) 
policy. The decision rule is as follows: If we have enough inventory to satisfy the backlog order 
and the current period's customer order rate then we ship the arnount equal to the sum of the 
backlog order and the customer demand. Othenvise, we ship out the number of units in the 
inventory. 
.In-Transit-to-Consumer(t) = In-Transit-to-Consumer(t - dt) + (Weekly-S hipping - 
Weekl y-Sales-to-Consumer) * dt 
INIT In-Transit-to-Consumer = 1000 
TRANSIT TIME = 0.25 
INFLOW LIMIT = INF 
CAPACITY = INF 
DOCUMENT: Initially 1000 units of Alpha is shipped to the customer. 
~Weekly-Shipping = (if (Order-Backlog+Order-Rate <=Inventory) then 
Order-Bac klog+Order-Rate 
else inventory) 
DOCUMENT: Weekly Shipping of product is processed, based on FIFO (First In First Out) 
policy. The decision mle is as follows: If we  have enough inventory to satisfy the backlog order 
and the current period's customer order rate then we ship the amount equal to the sum of the 
backlog order and the customer demand. Othenvise, we ship out the nurnber of units in the 
inventory . 
*Weekly~SaIes~to~Consurner = CONVEYOR OUTFLOW 
DOCUMENT: Once the products are ready, it takes 0.25 week to ship them out to the custorner. 
.Order-Baacklog(t) = OrdetBacklog(t - dt) + (Order-Rate - Shipment-Rate) * dt 
INIT Order-Backlog = O 
DOCUMENT: Order Backlog leveI is initially O for a product. 
.OrdeyRate = Customer-Order-Recei ved 
DOCUMENT: Ii increases the level of Order Backlog when a new customer demand corne in if 
the demand cannot be satisfied with the Inventory. but if the amount of this customer dernand 
(order rate) is delivered, then the amount delivered is decreased through weekly shipping and 
filled order flows fiom the Order Backlog level. 
*Shipment-Rate = Weekly-Shipping 
DOCUMENT: The amount of filled order is decreased from the Order Backlog Level. 
*Production-Process(t) = Production-Process(t - dt) + (Production-S tarts - Producing) * dt 
INIT Production-Process = 1000 
TRANSIT TIME = 0.25 
INFLOW LIMIT = INF 
CAPACITY = INF 
DOCUMENT: Manufacturing function processes 1OOO uni& of, for example Alpha a week. 
.Production-Starts = DELAY(Production-Decision, 0.25) 
DOCUMENT: It initiates production according to the Production Decision. It takes 0.25 week to 
setup the production line for a new product. It is a part of the order cycle where actual 
assembling, pic ki ng, and packing of goods are processed. 
.Producing = CONVEYOR OUTFJiOW 
DOCUMENT: It takes 0.25 weeks to produce product Alpha. 
*Customer-Order-Received = Customer-Orders 
DOCUMENT: The Company receives the custorner orden and there is no delay getting this 
information from the customer. This is the first and second phase of the order cycle where the 
system translates the recognizrd need of the customer into an approved order for a specific 
product or a new product. 
*how~rnuch~to~correct~a~week = 1.5 + (Customer-Order-Received + Inventory)*O 
DOCUMENT: A time constant representing the rate at which the retailers, on the average, act on 
inventory- and pipeline-deficit situations. It is not to be assumed that retailers would respond 
immediately to the full extent of any theoretical difference between desired and actual inventory. 
Furthermore, the time lags in observing such differences may sometimes be substantial. The 
constant allows adjustment of this response time. For example, a value of fours weeks for the 
constant would give a production rate that corrects any remaining deficit (the tems in brackets of 
the Production Decision which is multiplied by the tenn l/how much to correct a week) at the 
rate of one quarter of the deficit per week. As for another example, if the constant is one week 
then the system would correct full amount of weekly deficit. (Note: Customer-Order-Received 
and Inventory information will be used to make this how~much~to~correct parameter varies 
according to Customer-OrdetReceived and Inventory) 
.Production-Deçision = (MAX(0, (Weekly-Shipping)+( I/how~much~to~correct~a~week)* 
(((Customer~Order~Received*3)-Inventory+Order~Backlog)+(Customer~Order~Received- 
Producing)))) 
DOCUMENT: Production-Decision aitempts to compensate for the amount of products shipped 
during the last period and also to make a necessary adjustment on inventory- and pipeline-deficit 
situations. The inventory policy states that Target-Inventory is initially set to be a multiple of 
customer Order-Rate. And summation of the difference between Target-Inventory and (actual) 
Inventory levels, and Order-Backlog level indicates how many more units of a product Alpha 
should be in the Inventory to satisfy the customer demand. Whereas, the difference between 
Customer-Order-Received and Producing shows how many units of a product Alpha should be 
currently in production process (Le. in production pipeline) to satisfy the customer demand. 
However, it is assumed that management would not respond immediately to the full extent of any 
adjustment required due to these two deficit terms. Thus this adjustment tem, which is the 
summation of the two deficit terms, is multiplied by a rate - I/how~rnuch~to~correcta_week. 
which is a time constant representing the rate at which management, on average act on the 
adj ustment term. In fact, this 1/how~much~to~correct~aiLweek term is sirnilar to a smoothing 
parameter, alpha (a) of the exponential smoothing forecasting rnethod for customer demand. 
"Lager a values emphasize recent demands and result in forecasts more responsive to changes in 
the underlying average, while smaller or values treat past demand more uniformly and result in 
more stable forecasts" (Krajewski and Ritzman, 1992) and the sarne argument is true for 
1 /how~much~to~correct~a~week term. Since Production-Rate should be always greater than or 
equal to zero, the MAX function is used to prevent Production-Rate from taking on negative 
values. And this Production-Rate constitutes the Products Produced part of the classic inventory 
equation which in turn increases the level of Inventory and Order-Backlog. 
Appendix 3. 
Tests Results for Building Confidence in Basic Manufacruring Organization Model 













Test o f  model structure 
The underlying production line structure (Le. the physical goods 
producer part) of the model is based on Forrester's production- 
distribution SD model (1961). Then the mechanistic management 
control system (i.e. information processor) is added on the 
production line using a description given by Burns and Stalker 
(196 1) and Hofstede (1978). We purposely made the structure 
simple, so that it is to easy to understand the model (and vanous 
causal relationships within the model). 
There are a few artificial delays embedded in the model in order 
to sirnulate the dynamics of the systzm (e.g. the order cycle). The 
initial parametr values we used for the order cycle in the 
simuIation model is based on a survey done by La Londe and 
Zinszer ( 1976). however, these values can easily be changed if 
needed. 
The defau lt value for 'how much to correct a week' parameter is 
set to 1.5. It is because, after a few sensitivity tests with the 
value, the value 1.5 was detemined to give relatively good 
performance result for the model. Thus, 1.5 was choosed to be 
the default value for this parameter, but again this value can 
easily be changed. 
We have tested the model with the following scenario: 
1 )  No orders for Alpha: there was no production activity. 
2) Extremely large value for initial Alpha inventory: again there 
was no production activity. 
The real manufacturing system is much more complicated than 
this rather simplified model of rnanufacniring organization. The 
actual manufacturing system would have many more variables 
and parameters that may influence the decision rnaking 
processes. However, we have included the necessary structural 
relationships that we can demonstrate how well a manufacturing 
organization satisfies the customer's demands with regard to 
different types of management control systems which managers 
use to maintain or aIter patterns in organizationai activities. 
Organizational structure, the delay in decisions and actions, and 
the policies goveming purchases, productions, and inventories 
together constitute a rnanufacturing management control system. 
We have implemented consistent unit measures for Alpha. In 
addition. ithink software consistently applies an equal length of 
delta time "DT" which is "the interval of t h e  between 
calculations" (High Performance Systems, Inc. 1996). 0.25 week 
is used for the models (meaning a round of calculations will be 
performed every 114 of a week or four rounds of calculations 
would be performed per week). 0.25 week was determined after 









Behaviour Sensi tivi ty 
Statistical Character 
Test of mode1 behaviour 
The model has been tested using the typical scenario used in the 
Beer Distribution Game - the custorner demand for Alpha starts 
with 4000 units then in the middle of a simuIated year, the 
demand suddenly jumps up to 8000 units. Manufactunng 
organization with mechanistic model of control exhibited the 
sirnilar oscillation pattern in inventory level when the demand for 
Alpha was penurbed, then slowly stabilized the inventory levrl 
as we expected (it exhibited one of the classical mode of 
behavior of a negative feedback loop - delayed loop). 
NIA 
We did not experience any anornalous behaviors. 
With modification of a few parameters and length of delays, these 
models can reproduce the behaviour of different manufacturing 
systems. 
We did not find any surprise behaviors. 
The system experiences the system nervousness if we change our 
inventory system from periodic to perpetual review systems. (if 
we change the constant :how much to correct a week ta 1,  the 
system starts to exhibit the system nervousness) 
please see the Boundary Adequacy Structure Test for model 
structure 
With al1 the assumptions placed within the model, we have not 
been able to find alternative parameter values that would cause 
the rnodel to faii behavior tests previously passed. 
NIA 
Tests of policy implications 





We were able to stabilize inventory level faster by shortening the 
information processing delay parameter as we predicted. The 
1 rnanufactunng organization model with the mechanistic 
management control sys tem exhibits detayed loop. 
please see the Boundary Adequacy Structure Test for model 
structure 
Pol icv Sensitivi tv 1 NIA 
Appendix 4. 
Tests Results for Building Confidence in Basic Manufacniring Organization Mode1 
with the Organic Management Control System 











Test of mode1 structure 
The underl y i ng production line structure (Le. the ph y sical goods 
producer part) of the model is based on Forrester's production- 
distribution SD mode1 ( 196 1). Then the mechanistic management 
control system (i.e. information processor) is added on the 
production line using a description given by Burns and Stalker 
( 196 1 ) and Hofstede ( 1978). We purposely made the structure 
simple, so that it is to easy to understand the mode1 (and various 
causal relationshi~s within the modeIl 
There are a few artificial delays embedded in the model in order to 
simulate the dynamics of the system (e-g. the order cycle). The 
initial parametr values we used for the order cycle in the simulation 
mode1 is based on a survey done by La Londe and Zinszer ( 1 976). 
however. these values can easily be changed if needed. 
The default value for 'how much to correct a week' pararneter is set 
to 1 S. It is because, after a few sensitivity tests with the value, the 
value 1.5 was determined to give relatively good performance result 
for the model. Thus, 1.5 was choosed to be the default value for this 
parameter, but again this value can easily be changed. 
We have tested the model with the following scenario: 
1 ) No orders for Alpha: there was no production activity. 
2) Extremely large value for initial Alpha inventory: again there was 
no ~roduction activitv. 
The real manufacturing system is much more complicated than this 
rather simplified model of manufacturing organization. The actual 
manufacturing system would have many more variables and 
parameters that may influence the decision making processes. 
However, we have included the necessary structural relationships 
that we can demonstrate how well a manufacturing organization 
satisfies the custorner's dernands with regard to different types of 
management control systems which managers use to rnaintain or 
alter patterns in organizational activities. Organizational structure, 
the delay in decisions and actions, and the policies governing 
purchases, productions, and inventories together constitute a 
manufacturing management control system. 
We have implemented consistent unit measures for Alpha. In 
addition. ithink software consistently applies an equal length of 
delta tirne "DT" which is "the interval of time between calculations" 
(High Performance Systems, Inc. 1996). 0.25 week is used for the 
models (meaning a round of calculations will be performed every 
114 of a week or four rounds of calculations would be perfomed per 
week). 0.25 week was determined after the 112 test recommended by 
High Performance Systerns, Inc ( 1996). 
Behavior Reproduction 
Behavior Prediction 
Be haviour Anomalv 
Family Mernber 
. - -  - 
Surprise ~ehaviour 











Test of model behaviour 
The model has been tested using the typical scenario used in the 
Beer Distribution Game - the customer demand for Alpha starts with 
4000 units then in the middle of a sirnulated year, the demand 
suddenly jumps up to 8000 units. The manufacturing organization 
model with the organic management control exhibited undelayed 
loop with the same test as we expected since there was no 
information deIay within the system. 
NIA 
We did not experience any anomalous behaviors. 
With modification of a few parameters and length of delays, these 
rnodels can reproduce the behaviour of different rnanufacturing 
systems. 
We did not find any surprise behaviors. 
The systern expenences the system nervousness if we change our 
inventory system from periodic to perpetual review systems. (if we 
change the constant :how rnuch to correct a week to 1,  the system 
starts to exhibit the system nervousness) 
please see the Boundary Adequacy Structure Test for rnodel 
structure 
With ail the assumptions placed within the rnodel. we have not been 
able to find alternative parameter values that would cause the model 
to fail behavior tests previously passed. 
N/A 
We were able to stabilize inventory level faster by shortening the 
information processing delay parameter as we predicted. The 
manufacturing organization mode1 with the organic control system 
exhibits one of the classical mode of behavior of a negative 
Feedback loop - undelayed Ioop. 
please see the Boundary Adequacy Structure Test for model 
structure 
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